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Short story Structure Lesson 1  

Finding your reader and their emotional triggers 

  

Good morning! 

 This has rapidly grown to become my favorite workshop because I actually use it. While 

I firmly believe you should follow your heart and write your passion—I believe in getting 

paid or if you're not interested in the money, increasing your readership. 

Because you're here, I've made a few assumptions. 

1. You're open to connecting with your reader.  

Some writers produce wonderful stories that make them happy, get across a message 

they're passionate about, or explore variations on theme, but aren't particularly concerned 

about audience. I'm not saying that you need to compromise your vision, but to connect 

with a greater number of readers you need to know who your readers are, what they want, 

and how to tie that into what you're writing. 

Writing stories without taking your reader into consideration will still get you readers, but 

the sheer number of viewers who will watch a summer blockbuster hit, or see something 

playing in their neighborhood movie theater are on a different scale from the people who 

will find an indie theater and see an art flick from the Sundance Festival. It works that 

way in stories, too. You need to be accessible to the people you're targeting. 

The bad word—target. 

Why do you have to target? Why can't you just write? Where are the five easy pieces you 

need to know to get your story the readers it deserves? 

Whether you consciously think about it or not, targeting is already part of your writing. 

It's rare that someone is going to sit down and write in a genre they don't like or 

understand—you have to have common ground, and that works both ways. You have to 

have common ground with your reader. 

If you like paranormals and YA mysteries, it's more than likely you'll write a paranormal 

or YA mystery. The problem happens when you sit down and tell yourself, "This is a 

really cool YA mystery about a girl with major issues who can't get along at school. She 
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has no friends except for the lady down at the animal shelter. She spends all her time with 

animals and one day this guy brings in a malamute with a broken leg…" 

Which sounds like a good story and lets you explore the loneliness of being an outsider, 

or depending on what you want to do, either shows how the girl made the decision to 

become a vet and found purpose in her life, demonstrates the plight of animal shelters, or 

shows the start of a life-changing relationship…. 

…but isn't a YA mystery, except for the age of the protagonist. 

Targeting gives you a way to see if what you're writing is actually "what" you're writing, 

if it has common ground with the people you imagine reading your story, and what needs 

to be changed so the road you're on is the road that leads where you want to go. 

Talking about "what": 

Take a minute and tell me what you're writing or thinking about. Are you writing a 

contemporary romance, sci-fi adventure, piece of narrative non-fiction involving your 

parents and WWII, exploration of divorce using fiction as a vehicle, cozy mystery or YA 

paranormal? 

Is your story—be honest and take a hard look—about what you think it is? Write a quick 

three or four sentence (feel free to ramble and just think out-loud) summary. 

Ie. 

I'm writing an urban fantasy. 

It's about a woman who arrives in Singapore twelve days before all hell breaks loose, 

literally. Because of her special ability to see the dead, she discovers a ghost trying to 

stop the coming disaster. He's everything she always wanted and treats her like a partner, 

not an accessory. If they can succeed in stopping hell on earth, his life force will create 

the lock sealing the door. If they don't, he'll become just as real as she is. Will she destroy 

the world to save the man she loves, or lose him forever? 

And...it's not an urban fantasy, because the focus is centered on the relationship between 

the hero and heroine. 

An urban fantasy would focus on the heroine. 

A demon-killing necromancer arrives in Singapore twelve days before all hell breaks 

loose, literally. Because of her special abilities (she has many) she discovers a ghost 
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trying to stop the coming disaster. He has the knowledge she needs and the skills she 

wants. Too bad he died a hundred years ago. If she can talk him into helping her, she 

stands a chance. If she can't—it'll give new meaning to the phrase, "Hell on earth." 

  

Finding common ground: 

  

Who do you imagine reading your story? Are you an inclusive kind of writer, with a very 

broad common ground, or a niche writer—specifically targeted at a certain sub-group? 

What you’re going for is first impression. If you write romance, do you picture a guy 

taking you to work to read on his lunch hour? Or do you picture a woman? First 

impressions? What is she doing? 

Is she sitting in her car/waiting in the stands for her kids to get out of softball practice? Or 

do you see her crashed out on the couch, feet up over the armrest? Nice comfy cushions, 

maybe a snack? 

I see the woman on the couch, wearing nice fuzzy socks. She’s young-ish. Under fifty. 

No kids, although that’s not to say she doesn’t have any—it’s just that this is “mom” 

time, or “me” time. 

If the softball mom is reading a romance, I see her reading a Blossom street book by 

Debbie Macomber. In Debbie Macomber’s bio, it says she writes “heartwarming novels 

that celebrate love, laughter, and the bonds of family and friendship,” and my softball 

mom is right there, celebrating family by supporting her kids. She's got her priorities 

straight, and she wants a story that understands where she's coming from. 

The woman I see reading a paranormal isn’t thinking love, laughter, family and 

friendship. She’s dreaming of a love so strong it defies death, hot sex and adventure. In 

other words—she wants to be the one to bring the Master of the City to his knees, 

conquer the demon warrior, or be the destined mate of a guy with popping muscles, a 

mouthwatering accent, and shoulder length black hair. She isn’t thinking of going next 

door to her friend Mary, so they can discuss the single dad who moved into the old 

Peterson place. 

Readers are different, which makes the subject matter—and how a writer treats it—very 

important. Children are a good example. There’s a single dad in that Debbie Macomber, 

but there are “no” children in that paranormal. It’s hard to be a hot demon warrior when 

you have an adorable six year old child and drive a Subaru. Know your target reader. 
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If you’re going for that woman with the fuzzy socks, it helps to know how she thinks and 

what she expects, her values and issues. You “saw” that bag of potato chips, right? And 

the can of diet Coke? Think that reader is fighting the good fight when it comes to 

maintaining her figure? 

It could be that she’s been rejected in favor of a skinnier woman, which made her 

sensitive about her weight. The emotions that go with self-image are huge. A skinny 

woman who looks good in a cat-suit and knows seven different ways of killing man isn’t 

going to resonate with that reader in the same way a slightly overweight woman who 

drinks diet Coke even though she doesn’t like it, and needs to sit down—quickly—after 

running a mile does. 

Now that you’ve taken your reader into consideration how does your heroine feel? 

Winded? Frustrated because she’s out of shape? So desperate to rescue the hero she’ll run 

to the point of collapse? 

Maybe you don’t want to make your heroine someone the reader identifies with, but 

aspires to be. Maybe you want to use someone beautiful and skinny who not only knows 

seven ways to kill a man, but can also change a flat tire without getting dirty. Beauty is 

only skin-deep. It’s not really the fact that your heroine is large it’s the fact that your 

heroine has honest emotional reactions that resonate with your reader. 

Example? 

Jane ran, breath burning through her lungs. She had to get to the club or John would die. 

…describes her actions. 

Jane staggered, breath burning through her lungs. Her legs were swollen and didn’t want 

to move. She could feel them fighting her. Too many years of diet Coke and chips all 

distilled down into two feet that moved like boulders. She was too late. She couldn’t be 

too late. The world wouldn’t exist for her without John. Jane stumbled and went down on 

one knee, hands locked around her thigh. If they got out alive, all her snacks were going 

to the food bank. 

 

…describes her emotions. 

Emotions add layers, and create reader involvement. 

A quick list for this niche reader (and it’ll show up again later) would be: 

 Believes in a death-defying or predestined love 
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 There is one man for one woman 

 It’s not about what’s on the outside, it’s what’s on the inside that counts. 

Given the choice between a bestseller and a book focused on a specific target group, 

why would anyone want to be niche? 

Think of a pie. If you’re sharing your pie with others who write in your niche, each 

person gets a share, but if you attract more readers, who already exist in the pie—then 

you can still be a bestseller within your niche. 

Christine Feehan, Sherrilyn Kenyon and JR Ward are all people who took over market 

share in their target audience. This doesn’t mean that there aren’t other paranormal 

writers, it just meant that given the choice between one of these writers at the height of 

their popularity and someone else, it all came down to the auto-buy. 

Sherrilyn Kenyon fulfilled the needs of her target audience. And fulfilling a reader’s 

needs kept them coming back. 

She found common ground. 

  

The emotional structure of a bestseller: 

  

“Is” there a difference between a niche book and a bestseller? 

Emotional structure, or the theory behind common ground, works on generalizations. 

Precisely focused generalizations in the case of a niche book, and broader, more inclusive 

generalizations in the case of a bestseller. 

So how do I create a bestseller, and what “is” a broader, more inclusive generalization? 

A broader more inclusive generalization means expanding your audience. 

Let’s talk about Nicholas Sparks, a writer whose target audience is everyone. When you 

picture a Nicholas Sparks reader—who do you see? I see my mom and grandma, people 

on the commuter bus, people buying gift books at Christmas, and sitting in airports. 

There’s a Nicholas Sparks book in almost every bookstore, newsstand, library and garage 

sale. 
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Regardless of where you stand on the Nicholas Sparks love him or hate him issue, you 

can’t deny his sales are incredible. 

Out of 17 books, 15 are NYT bestsellers, and 6 are movies. He’s obviously connecting 

with people. 

He’s identified the lowest common denominators in his target audience. 

 Children. 

 The protective/self-sacrificing instincts of a parent. 

 Young love. A love that lasts for decades. Unrequited love.  

You can’t get more basic than that. Most people will identify with at least one, if not all, 

of these emotional drivers. 

In the Notebook, the hero and heroine fall in love as teenagers, are separated by the 

protective instincts of her parent, meet again as adults, still love each other, she makes the 

choice to marry him instead of her fiancée and they live happily ever after for 49 years 

until she gets Alzheimer’s. But he still loves her, and when she can remember him, she 

loves him too. 

The Notebook was Nicholas Sparks first novel, and sold because an agent picked him out 

of the slush pile. It got a 1 million dollar advance and hit the NYT bestseller list in its 

first week. 

He resonates with the majority of his target group to the point of being a great “gift” 

author. Even if you don’t know what someone likes, the emotional structure in a Nicholas 

Sparks book is like that retail saying, “One size fits most.” 

Let’s look at those two lists. 

Niche: (paranormal) 

 Believes in a death-defying or predestined love 

 There is one man for one woman 

 It’s not about what’s on the outside, it’s what’s on the inside that counts. 
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Bestseller: (fiction) 

 Children. 

 The protective/self-sacrificing instincts of a parent. 

 Young love. A love that lasts for decades. Unrequited love. Requited love. Second 

love. 

The bestseller list is more inclusive of a greater number of people. The niche list 

describes a sub-group of the bestseller list in the same way paranormals are a sub-genre 

of romance. 

  

Adding to your story idea: 

Now that you know what you're writing is actually what's down on paper, what do you 

have in your story (or what ideas do you have in your wip) that connect with your target 

reader?  

Ie? 

 I have a hot paranormal set in Singapore about a ghost and a woman who can see ghosts. 

(a niche story) My hero is hot, alpha, angsty, and driven. He's also the only one for my 

heroine. (my reader believes in pre-destined love) People avoid my heroine like the 

plague. Except for the hero, he "sees" who she really is on the inside, and loves her 

anyway. (there is only one man for this one woman) It's set in an exotic place, and it's got 

an exotic, fast-paced life or death action line. (their love will defy death) 

  

Setting up for Wednesday's post: 

  

How does your story start and how does it end? Free form rambles are fine and so is 

thinking out-loud. Even if you don't have it written yet, what do you imagine as the start 

and finish of your short?
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Short Story Structure Lesson 2 

Putting shape to your story 

 

Assumption 2 

You're not just open to connecting with your reader, you also want to sell or give 

away the largest number of books possible within your target grouping. 

Talking about focus: 

There are different kinds of focus. The first is "self" focus. You need to know what 

you want because it determines your approach. In other words, when you chose a self-

focus, you choose a clear line of action. If you're creating a series of hard sci-fi stories, 

you need to accept the fact that because of what's involved in the genre, you'll need to 

create some pretty intricate world-building, then do it. Or maybe you write hot m/m? 

Know what sells in your sub-genre and make sure to include it. There's a severely limited 

market for sweet m/m, but hot m/m still hasn't crested. If your focus is paying the bills, 

and you are open to tweaking your story, maybe instead of writing a short historical 

regency, you might want to consider writing a short erotic historical regency. 

On the other hand, self-focus also means knowing that if you choose to write literary 

fiction or a very specialized story, success might "look" different from someone who 

chooses a more mainstream approach. The numbers in one genre don't always translate to 

another. 

Take a second and think about what you want. Have you empowered yourself to 

reach your full potential? If you're writing fantasy, have you put some thought into the 

rules of your world? If you're writing a mystery, are you familiar with the different kinds 

of mysteries? If you decide to break the rules and get that sub-set of your target market 
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that are looking for something fresh, you can't write something new unless you stay 

current with your market knowledge. Research doesn't have to involve buying stories. 

There are a wide range of stories on Amazon, many with the "look inside" feature. Put in 

your tag words—the ones you'll use to describe your finished story, and see what comes 

up.  

Reviews will tell you a lot about what readers like and opening the book will show 

you how a successful story was written, or how a bad story lost its readers 

Story focus (part 1, openings): 

What exactly is story focus? Story focus is what your story is about. Most of us don't 

write a story in one sitting which means it's easy to lose sight of what you're trying to get 

across. A short story needs instant buy in. Your reader has to connect from the beginning 

and stay connected because you don’t have a lot of wiggle room. 

Talking about hooks: 

A hook isn't a gimmick, like a random sentence or bit of outrageous dialogue, and 

shouldn't be a cute meet (unless you're writing a screwball comedy) where the heroine 

runs into the hero's car, walks into the office, and it turns out he's her new boss unless 

you can load it with an emotional trigger. 

An emotional trigger is what your reader will react to, so they are "hooked" on your 

story. A "hook in the beginning"(like a sentence or cute meet) is simply a little bit of bait 

to make your reader glance at the first couple of paragraphs. A story hook is the way you 

fulfill your reader's emotional needs. 

Every sub-genre has different emotional needs although some, like the bestseller 

category, overlap others. Now that you've taken a good hard look at what you're writing 

and how that connects with your reader let’s look at emotional structure. 
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Let's take the cute meet where the heroine runs into her boss's car. It's very sterile, 

and it's been done literally thousands of times. It's not designed to get you involved in the 

heroine's life, but to create a situation. You can easily do the same thing by having her 

shove him out of the way in the elevator, slam a door in his face, or trip on a crack in the 

sidewalk and fall into his arms. 

(let's call the heroine Jane) If Jane runs into John's car (a small fender bender) there 

needs to be emotional consequences that will create reader sympathy or buy in. Jane can 

be as unlikable as you want her to be, as long as she's understandable and you find 

common ground with your reader. Or, she can be a really great person you'd love to have 

as a friend, and wish the very best for, but…you have to show your reader why the 

accident is important and why they want to keep reading. 

If this is the first time Jane's been out of the house since her son was killed in a car 

accident while she was driving, (let's make her unlikable) having her slam out of her car 

and scream bloody murder and nasty words at the guy in the other car, while you're 

dropping in quick impressions of blood and tangled metal are her way of dealing with 

almost unbearable guilt and pain. Maybe she was a high-powered businesswoman, multi-

tasking, checking her email, ignoring her kid in the back seat when she went through a 

light and a truck slammed into the back of her SUV. She ignored her kid all his life and 

thought there would be time to catch up with him later. Only…time ran out. 

Maybe the guy gets out of his car—angry, because here's this crazy woman 

screaming at him, and shoves her back with his open palm because she's right up close in 

his face. And as he does, he notices that she's crying. And leaves. 

Maybe Jane knows she's crying and can't help it, and having this guy stop dead and 

walk away from her is like a slap. It's not bad enough that she's a monster and killed her 

kid, but now this guy feels sorry for her.  
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Her decision to walk into the office becomes a major accomplishment, and her 

discovery that this guy (the only man to see her ever lose self-control) is her boss is the 

catalyst for a story where he accepts her and in the process (while they fall in love) 

allows her to realize she's not the monster she thinks she is. 

It's still a cute meet, but there's now buy in and emotional triggers. How will she ever 

get over the worst thing to happen to a mother? Will she ever forgive herself? What role 

will the hero play in her healing, and can he see the emotionally crippled woman she is 

beneath her ice-cold shell? 

Back to story focus: 

Now that I've set up a contemporary about a woman whose child dies in a car 

accident I want to look at intensity levels. 

Intensity levels, what they are and how to use them: 

Awhile back, Donald Maas—in his book, Writing the Breakout Novel—said his most 

important piece of advice was to “go big”.  

The trouble was he didn't really explain how. Does going big mean putting your wip 

in an exotic locale like Paris, or another dimension where vampires are the norms and 

humans are talking food? Maybe it’s the threat of nuclear war, an asteroid hitting the 

earth or a gruesome serial killer?  

What exactly defines “big”? 

There are a couple of things you can do to make your writing bigger.  

Make the “framework” bigger. 

Kenyon does that in her Dark-Hunter series. 
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A whole group of gods, hot immortal warriors, weres and daimons all fighting in a 

life or death struggle? Tech, money, weapons, magic? Her “series” arc is just as big as 

the da Vinci Code. 

What can you do to make your "framework" bigger? Can you make your rich guys 

richer? Your villains more evil or intelligent?  

Brett Ellis, in his book American Psycho kept a normal framework, but made his 

hero big. You can’t get any bigger than to have your books kept under the counter 

because your hero is so over the top. 

Or mess with your readers emotions. 

Ordinary People is just as “big” as American Psycho. They’re simply different. It’s 

all about “emotional” intensity levels.  

What “are” emotions and how do they work? 

Howard M. Weiss and Russell Cropanzano suggest that emotions are influenced and 

caused by events which in turn mess with your attitudes and behaviors. It’s called 

effective events theory. 

In other words, something needs to happen to trigger the story emotion you’re 

looking for. A story emotion is how your character or reader reacts to events in your 

story. 

The Hawaii Five-0 remake is a good example of a show where the writers know 

exactly how to get the emotions they want. The reviews are bad, but then the reviews for 

Xena (six seasons) Hercules (six seasons) and Silk Stalkings (eight seasons) were also 

bad. Somebody had to have watched Hercules if it ran six seasons, produced a large 

amount of spin-offs, actions figures and anime. 
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In the first season of Hawaii Five-0, the writers killed the mother of a young child—

while the kid was in the room, had the woman’s husband, a Navy SEAL in therapy with 

PTSD blackouts because he killed a little kid in Iraq by mistake, find her. Had the police 

accuse the husband of murder, despite his demand that they find the killer. He runs 

because he knows he didn’t kill her, takes hostages one of which is a sick woman, at 

Pearl Harbor! The traumatized little girl opens up to Kona and is kidnapped in the midst 

of a lot of happy families. Steve believes in the SEAL who doesn’t want his little girl to 

think he could kill her mother, saves him from being shot by the police, finds the killer, 

saves the little girl, proves the SEAL didn’t kill his wife and reunites him with his child. 

And we fade out on the flag circle at the Pearl Harbor memorial, with the SEAL 

holding on to his kid and crying.  

…and you know what? I cried too. 

Even knowing what the writers were up to, I still cried. Because they hit every 

button, hard. 

The writers went “big” emotionally. 

When I killed Jane's kid and put her right there at the scene as her child died, I hit 

every mother's worst nightmare. Literally being unable to help your child. 

Is it over the top? Yes. Does it matter? No. It goes straight for the gut. 

Do I show the whole thing? That’s a structure issue we can address later. 

 

There are different levels of emotion: low, mid-level and high.  

A person feeling satisfied or ecstatic is feeling the same emotion at a different level 

of intensity. Satisfied>Pleased>Happy>Thrilled>Ecstatic 
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…in the same way concerned and hysterical are structurally similar. 

Concerned>Worried>Upset>Anxious>Hysterical 

An example would be that kid in Hawaii Five-0. She’s not slightly worried her mom 

isn’t paying attention to her. Her mom was killed. She’s gone off the chart to catatonic. 

What are “you” trying for? 

Is your intensity level appropriate? 

I have a severely unlikable heroine, which means I need an incredibly high level of 

emotional engagement for my reader to stick with me. 

What would have happened if Jane was at a low level? Jane—guilty, PSTD, thinks 

she's a monster, hates herself, in horrible, almost unbearable pain. Versus Jane concerned 

about getting back to work, thinking about the cost of the funeral, remembering her kid 

lovingly and trying not to blame the paramedics. 

I’m interested in the first, I’m already a little bored with the second. 

Does your story contain story events that connect with your reader’s emotions? 

When you look at it objectively, does your opening reflect what you're trying to do in 

your story, or is the focus off? 

Think back over those stories you looked at on Amazon. The same thing that made 

you close the book also makes editors and agents pass on a story. Bad stories lack 

emotional hooks. Otherwise known as “Why should I care?” 

Going back to your story, tell me about your opening. Many of you already have an 

opening. Take a good look at it, and tell me—if you were a reader and you “looked 

inside” the story, would you buy it on a first impression? What does your opening “say” 

to you, and is it where you want it to be?  
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Remember, a story hook is “how you fulfill your reader’s needs” and emotional 

triggers are “events” that trigger the emotions you want your reader to experience. 

Is the first event your reader experiences something they want to feel? 
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Lesson 3 - Structure, the arc and plot points 

 

So far we've hit two out of five things to help with making your project the best it can be. 

         Pre-thinking, or deciding how you're going to connect with the people reading 
your work. 

         Finding the right emotional triggers to engage your reader, using the right amount 

of intensity for what you're trying to do, and creating a list of story events that A) make 

"you" happy and B) should tell the story. 

Today, we're going to talk about structure and objective evaluation. Structure is one of 

my favorite topics. You might be wondering why I said your list of story events (or 

things that happen in your story) are simply things you want in the story. Fiction is 

personal. You're not writing a research paper or something from a prompt for school or a 

class. You've got an agenda, and you're in this workshop because you want to sell, 

connect or figure out what's stopping you from your reaching your goal. The events you 

choose to show are part of your voice and everyone's voice is different. 

My job isn't to change your voice or style, but to help you see the connections and how 

things work together, so later the process is something you can do consciously.  

If I want to start with Jane being unlikable, I know something has to happen to help my 

reader understand where she's coming from. If I write down—Jane has a fender bender 

and explodes into a rage, that rage has to come from somewhere because I said Jane was 

"unlikable" not crazy. My subconscious immediately adds—kill her child and give her 

serious guilt. So I write down, Jane's child dies in a car accident because she ran a red 

light while she was emailing a co-worker. 

I know her future boss is her love interest and I don't want them to have a surface kind of 

relationship. I want him to help her heal. There are a couple of ways this could go, but 

because I'm letting my events flow out of who I am, I write down—he's about to shove 

her into a pillar, he's so mad at her, but he sees her crying and walks away. 

Maybe—I wrote, he sees her crying, but stands there and looks at her patiently, waiting 

until she cries herself out. It's a legitimate response, because some people are like that, 

and my subconscious just said my hero is one of those people.  

Let's look at those two lists: 
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Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs into 

the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and instead of reacting to her actions, walks away. 

She finds out he's her boss and they both awkwardly limp through the rest of the day 

without talking about the fender bender. 

He's "aware" of her, and when she heads down to the garage to go home, he knows 

there's a problem because he saw the look on her face. He follows her down and takes her 

home. 

They sit in silence during the drive and afterwards, she gets out, looks away and says 

thank you. 

He doesn't know it, but this is the first real thank you she's ever said to anyone. 

Second list: 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs into 

the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and waits until she cries herself out and pulls herself together. 

She finds out he's her boss and awkwardly limps through the rest of the day without 

talking about her meltdown. 

They work to gather a team for the Petersen project. 

John spends the night in the office and expects her to have the same dedication to work. 

They're attracted to each other. 

Jane tells a well-meaning secretary she doesn't want to talk about her son. 
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John and Jane continue to work on the Petersen project and fly to London. Passion 

explodes between them. 

  

In the first version, Jane is emotionally bleeding, and John helps her work through her 

pain. In the second version, John waits until Jane cries herself out, and finds the internal 

strength to "be strong" which heals Jane so she can get on with her life. In this story there 

aren't scenes where John drives Jane home because he's worried about the look on her 

face when she heads down to the parking garage, but there's a lot of hot sex. 

These are two very different stories because of the events I picked and to tell them I need 

structure. Structure is the shape of a story or the way it's formed so it gets your 

message across. 

Plot (in a blatant cut and paste from Wikipedia) is a literary term defined as the events 

that make up a story, particularly as they relate to one another in a pattern. I left out a lot 

of quantifiers and explanations because this pretty much covers everything. Structure is a 

way to hold a pattern to your work so you can order your events effectively. 

The first list (let's look at that again)…. 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs into 

the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and instead of reacting to her actions, walks away. 

She finds out he's her boss and they both awkwardly limp through the rest of the day 

without talking about the fender bender. 

He's "aware" of her, and when she heads down to the garage to go home, he knows 

there's a problem because he saw the look on her face. He follows her down and takes her 

home. 

They sit in silence during the drive and afterwards, she gets out, looks away and says 

thank you. 

He doesn't know it, but this is the first real thank you she's ever said to anyone. 
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…is the list of a character-driven writer. There isn't a lot of "big stuff" going on. They 

meet, he takes her home, she says thank you, and as the story goes on, she might give him 

a box of take-out food, or he might hesitate at her shoulder when she's staring blindly out 

the window and clear his throat to bring her back. It's the story of two people growing a 

relationship and a lot of it is internal. It "can" have bigger events. Maybe you send them 

to Singapore, and she stares out into the Singaporean night or you put her on a space 

station during a war, but he still clears his throat to bring her back. 

The heart of this story revolves around something called the transformational character 

arc, or how a person changes over the course of a story. Jane isn't the same person at the 

end of the story that she was at the beginning, and we're right there with her as she 

changes. 

Talking about the transformational character arc: 

Do you need an arc in your story? 

Yes and no—your protagonist doesn't always need an arc depending on what you're 

trying to do, (because we still have to talk about the second list) but to get the first list 

structured, something needs to happen in your story. In other words, you need a 

transformational point. 

The trouble is there's so much information on the arc in addition to variations on using an 

arc, sometimes we get trapped into thinking our people need whatever arc is currently in 

fashion, which isn't good because you end up frustrated. 

An arc should work for what you want to do because it's a tool. 

How do you find the arcs in your story? 

The easiest way to find the arcs in your story (and for right now I'm simply talking about 

your characters) is to compare your protagonist at the beginning of the story to your 

protagonist at the end. Has there been any change? Age and appearance don't count for 

this. It needs to be an internal of some sort. 

It can be big and visible to the reader, like Rick Blaine in Casablanca. Cynical and 

uncaring to noble and self-sacrificing. 

Or infinitesimally small like Will Hunting in Good Will Hunting. From closed-off jerk to 

closed-off jerk with the potential for change. Or maybe your protagonist a static character 

like Forrest Gump, who doesn't change, but creates change in the people around him? Do 

you have a Jenny or Lt. Dan in your story? A secondary character or co-protagonist who 
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changes because of their interactions with the hero? Or perhaps your character is paused 

on an arc, with his or her journey "outside" the current storyline? 

Let's talk about the different kinds of arcs: 

There isn't just one kind of character arc. Arcs behave in different ways. Upward-driving 

and downward-driving. An upward driving arc is usually what people think of when they 

think of an arc. 

Upward driving: 

A character starts at the beginning with a specific set of attitudes, coping skills and 

beliefs about the world and how things work, but over the story--through trials and 

tribulations, grows and changes into a better person. Someone who deserves a happy 

ending, or some kind of vitally important self-knowledge. 

Joan Wilder in Romancing the Stone. Han Solo. Bilbo Baggins. And more recently, Walt 

Kowalski in Gran Torino. 

Jane has an upward driving arc, despite her downward journey into angst and self-

loathing. In an expanded and more structured format, an upwards-driving arc is 

sometimes known as the Hero's Journey. 

Downward-driving: 

When people mention Humphrey Bogart, they always mention his anti-hero persona, but 

since an anti-hero has a downward driving arc, in Casablanca, Rick isn't an anti-hero. 

He's a dark hero—a hero with baggage, or serious problems who is still capable of 

having an upward-driving arc. 

Regency rakes, burnt out police or military, demons and fallen angels fall into this 

category—someone with all the trappings of an anti-hero, but who still has glimmers of a 

nobler emotion, like honor and love, at their core. Which basically means that the 

difference between downward-driving arcs and upward-driving arcs is the gut-level 

emotional response of the protagonist to story events. A dark hero responds positively to 

the opportunity to change, even if it's not something he wants to do, because it's built into 

his personality matrix. An anti-hero has embraced the darkness and let go of everything 

else. 

A good example of the difference would be Will in Good Will Hunting and Jason Bourne 

in The Bourne Identity. Both Matt Damon films. 
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In the Bourne Identity, Jason is a disenfranchised amnesiac killer who meets a woman 

named Marie and over the course of the movie, moves from considering her expendable 

to trusting her, and to finally finding something inside himself willing to take that final 

step and reach out to her. It's a good example of an upward driving transformational arc.  

Jason moves from point A, through positive steps--accepting Marie as a person, starting 

to trust her, wanting to protect her--to point B, where he's grown into the person he needs 

to be so they can have a life together. 

In Good Will Hunting, Will starts at point A, down a long shallow slope of un-positive, 

really stupid and outright counter-productive behaviors. He pushes people away, 

destroys everyone's illusions and messes with people for the hell of it and because of his 

issues. He can't open up to the girl, and he doesn't want help to pull out of his downward 

spiral. Watching Will hurts. It's so unrelentingly bad. Down, down down, until he hits 

rock bottom, and only then, can he start the long crawl back. Transforming as he goes. 

It's the same arc, only upside down, a reflection of all the bad things a person can do to 

get to the transformational point on his arc, instead of all the good things. Strong, realistic 

character development, but in the wrong direction. 

Conflict—obstacles and setbacks, prove both kinds of characters, but the internal choices 

and reactions to story events that a character makes, and which grows out of 

characterization, makes a hero, "heroic"(upward-driving) or "anti"(downward-driving) 

heroic. 

  

Interesting thought: 

In Casablanca, the way Rick is drawn in the first act makes him ambiguous. He refuses 

to get involved and he messes with people. He simply doesn't care, and until Ilsa shows 

up, we don't know why. By revealing a little of his backstory, it would make sense if 

Rick made wrong choices and kept right on making them. But because of his background, 

which as Renault points out, is fighting for the underdog, the capacity is there to make the 

right choices. 

Which means part of being an anti-hero is the capacity—because of background and 

worldview—to make those bad choices. 

Will Hunting didn't have a lot of good examples growing up on the wrong side of town. 

Given the chance to do messed-up things, and the example of others doing the same, he's 

in the middle of those two paths Frost talks about. 
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One, the road taken, is the easy road—while the other, the road less taken, is the road that 

will lift him out of his downward spiral. 

His struggle, once he hits rock-bottom, is the upward driving curve of his arc. Or in other 

words—he can finally "see" the other road. 

Jason, because of his amnesia, only has knowledge of what's wrong and right, which 

later, as he grows to know Marie, are his primary drivers. In other words, he doesn't have 

a lot of baggage (because of the amnesia) pulling him the wrong way, so his capacity to 

do the right thing is much greater than his former training. 

Does an arc have to be obvious? Shouldn't it be easy to see? 

It all depends on your character. In Casablanca, Rick's growth and positive steps are hard 

to see. He's self-contained at the beginning and self-contained at the end because his 

personality doesn't change. What changes is his capacity to feel emotion. With Laszlo's 

examples, both in singing the French anthem and trying to save Ilsa, Rick is presented 

with his own past. The minute he re-interprets Paris, all his bits and pieces begin to 

transform into a man capable of appreciating just how hard it was for Ilsa to leave him 

which means by the end of his character arc, he changes on the inside--although on the 

outside, to people in other povs--he hasn't appeared to change at all. We know because 

we're watching him and we have privileged information, but to everyone else, he's still 

the same. 

Which means transformation can be internal, and not visible to people outside the story, 

and can happen "through" interactions with a static (or non-changing) character like John. 

John is simply who he is. He doesn't change over the course of my story just like Ilsa. 

Ilsa Laszlo has no arc which makes her a static character. She's who she is at the 

beginning and the end. She has a few issues dealing with external plot, but she doesn't 

change. She's the catalyst, and a pov character, but despite being a pov character with a 

stake in the story, and her role being thirty percent of the movie—she's minor compared 

to Rick. Rick is the hero of the story because he does change, and in a character-driven 

story, the person with the most change is the person the story is about. 

When Rick pulls a gun on Strasser he shows that change because until the point he 

realizes there's something bigger than himself out there, and Ilsa did the only thing she 

could, in light of what he now knows about her character, he didn't have the piece of 

himself that was capable of love. He "lost" it. That key realization (his transformational 

point) locked it back into place. 
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Ilsa made her choice before the movie started, and while she'd desperately like Rick to 

take her away, nothing about her changes to the point where she'd be the woman who 

makes that happen. Another way to describe it would be to say, nothing forces her to 

change and she isn't built strong enough to do it on her own. 

Ilsa was story-specific. In other words, she was built, with her own back story--to be the 

only one who could change this one man. Nobody else would work. Only her. Something 

about her, spoke to something in him.  

Victor Laszlo (Ilsa's husband from Casablanca), on the other hand is a man with an 

upward driving arc in backstory. Although he does change—it's just not as much as the 

others. 

Which means not only are there characters moving through the arc in a positive or 

negative way—there are also characters with a very short arc. Not a fully 

transformational character arc, and not the kind of squished arc you'd get in a short story, 

just a very short pt. A to pt. A-1, kind of arc.  

Victor is a highly complex, multi-layered guy. His wife disappeared and reappeared, he 

was locked up in a concentration camp and managed to escape, and he's trying to save the 

world, so he obviously he isn't a static character.  

The trouble is—the arc has taken place in backstory. Not that he's a fully realized 

character living in his essence, like Hague would say—he's just a guy on the backside of 

his arc with a very short way to go--in other words, his transformation is at the ninety 

percentile when the story starts. He's still changing, although not as radically as Rick. 

His purpose in the story is to anchor Rick as he goes through his arc, because his belief 

that Ilsa needs to escape and the war effort needs to continue force the people around him 

to change, which then lets Victor complete his own, much longer arc from virtually 

perfect, into a hero with the very human traits of love and determination. 

A variation on the Lazlo's incremental arc is when a character is "paused" on an arc. 

Many short stories and stories in which the protagonist doesn't appear to change are 

actually stories in which—if you think about your character "away" from the story you're 

writing—the hero or heroine has a transformational arc, but it's not shown. Instead, the 

story reveals facets of character which then drive the story.  

Another way of looking at it is that you're showing a small snippet of a much larger arc. 

Let's go back and apply that to Jane and her character-driven story: 
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Story events are the actual things that happen in a story—Jane's decision to go back to 

work, the accident, John's decision to take Jane home. 

In your thread, write a brief description of the opening. (if you're doing a character-driven 

story) Now paste your list of story events under that and at the bottom-- tell me how your 

protagonist changes. 

--It starts to snow and Jane's car stalls out. John takes her home (it's becoming something 

they both quietly enjoy) Snow is blanketing the city and Jane can't let go of the fact that 

her son is cold. He used to get cold easily, and she remembers tucking him in. It's one of 

her strongest memories. She has John stop at the store to buy a blanket and when they get 

to the cemetery she starts pushing snow off the grave. After a second John grabs the snow 

shovel from his car and joins her. When the blanket is spread out, she lets John hold her 

while she cries—she's managed to hold it together until now because she's a strong, self-

contained woman struggling under an almost unbearable burden, but the weight of her 

pain is crushing her and because of John's acceptance of her and her issues she's able to 

reach out to him. She's still full of pain and guilt, and her PSTD will take years to go 

away, but she's not head-down, self-absorbed and isolated in her pain anymore. She's 

taken the first step on her journey to healing. 

A quick note: 

There is a small difference in a full length (or novella length) story and a character-driven 

short. Depending on the length, the transformation point might be the end. An easy way 

to see if this is true in your story is to see if you have any events in your list that fall 

"after" the transformation. Or if on reflection—you feel something needs to happen 

before you type "the end". 

If you do have events that fall after the transformation, highlight them and move them to 

the end of your list. My list stops. I have nothing after Jane's trip to the cemetery. It's the 

end of the story.  

Looking for plot points in a character-driven short: (or a little more on structure) 

Plot points are the two points that tell you when the beginning is over and the middle is 

starting, and the middle is over and the end is starting. (there are only two, although 

they're scale-able and can be added to) 

The last plot point is always the transformational point in a story using the arc for 

structure. It creates a change in the protagonist so they can accomplish whatever 

happens before the end. 
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The first plot point is where Jane gets involved in the story. It's not the inciting incident; 

it's Jane's decision to react to the inciting incident in a way that starts the story. If Jane 

didn't make the decision to stop crying and go into the office, there would be no story. So 

I'm going to add that to my list. 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs into 

the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and instead of reacting to her actions, walks away. 

She finally stops crying, fixes the damage to her makeup and goes into the office 

where… 

…she finds out he's her boss and they both awkwardly limp through the rest of the day 

without talking about the fender bender. 

Now let's look at the second plot point and the way it changes in the transition from a full 

length story to a short. 

In a full, Jane's change means she's finally going to allow John into her life and maybe 

the next day, he pulls up at her house in a car and knocks on the door. And this time, they 

arrive at the office together. 

In a short, I fade to black after Jane breaks down and reaches out for help. John stands, 

Jane reaches out, and he pulls her up, into his arms and holds her. He still shows up the 

next morning and knocks on her door, but it's not part of my short. The events simply 

exist on my story continuum. 

Until the first plot point, the story is set-up. I showed a little bit about Jane to get 

sympathy. I started the story (the fender bender), now…she needs to take that next step 

on her own. If I've created enough set up and there's enough motivation and conflict to 

support my projected word count then everything is going to be fine. Because I know her 

internal motivation (running from the pain of her son's death) won't let her back down 

unless her internal conflict (survivor's guilt and the difference between the strong person 

she was and the messed up person she is now—with an added helping of more guilt, 

because if she hadn't been so strong and driven, she wouldn't have caused the accident) 

wins. 
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If there are events after the second plot point, at the transformational point Jane's 

character arc and the story arc become the same because now Jane is the person she needs 

to be in order to get to the end.  

Note: 

A character exists in linear time, regardless of how that time is shown in a story. 

Flashbacks, flash forwards, frames, whatever you do, doesn't change the fact that a 

character moves forward through time as the story progresses. 

If I wanted to show Jane and her son's death in a flashback, I'm simply showing a point 

on Jane's character arc. In other words, the dramatic arc in the story (what the story is 

about and how it's told) is part of a greater arc—the arc of Jane's life, and regardless of 

"how" you tell it, maybe putting the flashback after the fender bender or letting Jane 

drown her pain in hot sex with the hero the first time he gives her a ride home, the story 

remains the same. You can tell it with a prologue, with a flashback, orally, visually, 

passively, however-ly. But it's all the same story.  

Put the event where they feel right. There is no set order. It's all voice. Where you put an 

event within each division of events is up to you and how you want to tell your story. My 

suggestion is to put events of increasing tension in ascending order, and remember that a 

flashback (unless kept very short because of your word count) slows the progression of 

your story. 

Once you have the events in place, anything that's missing should be obvious and I'm not 

saying that to skim over the subject. If you have a sequence of events, the sequence and 

your knowledge of what you're writing, your reader and the needs of the character's arc 

will create a frame for what's missing. I need snow to fall, so why would I start in spring 

and have a scene at the spring trade show or have Jane's company send her and John to 

Nicaragua? 

Character-driven stories are self-defining, which means that if you set them up right and 

know what belongs and doesn't belong in the story you're trying to tell (because some 

people are trying to tell a couple of stories at once and that's pretty common--I'm not 

talking about subplots) then you'll rarely have issues in sitting down to write and un-

sticking yourself. 

Plot-driven Stories, the second list (or stories involving dramatic structure): 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 
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She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs into 

the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and waits until she cries herself out and pulls herself together. 

She finds out he's her boss and awkwardly limps through the rest of the day without 

talking about her meltdown. 

They work to gather a team for the Petersen project. 

John spends the night in the office and expects her to have the same dedication to work. 

They're attracted to each other. 

Jane tells a well-meaning secretary she doesn't want to talk about her son. 

John and Jane continue to work on the Petersen project and fly to London. Passion 

explodes between them. 

On a casual glance, this is a series of non-connected events. What does the Petersen 

project have to do with Jane's kid and how does John's expectation that Jane will be just 

as dedicated to work as he is, play into the story? 

This is a plot-driven story, which is the common name for a story which uses one of the 

dramatic structures like Freytag's pyramid, Syd Field's 3-act structure, the "w", the 

plotting wheel, or the Hero's journey (which can also be used for character-driven 

stories). 

When I created this list, I created a series of story events and I then I created John and 

Jane to tell my story. The beginning, inciting incident and first plot point are the same, 

but because John and the rest of the story events are different I need to find how 

everything connects. This is a link to Freytag's pyramid: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dramatic_structure 

This is a link to a picture of it, along with a little more although I like the simpler 

explanation in the first link. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plot_%28narrative%29 

This is a link to three act structure, along with a nice graphic of plot points. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dramatic_structure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plot_%28narrative%29
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http://www.cod.edu/people/faculty/pruter/film/threeact.htm 

I picked the pyramid and three act structure because it's the simplest way to see plot-

driven structure. There are entire workshops on variations of dramatic structure, and if it 

calls to you, I encourage you to explore plotting styles until you find one that's 

comfortable for you. 

Because looking at the two structures, I can see that Freytag's pyramid holds my story 

events more comfortably  

There's exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and a conclusion. 

Exposition 

Jane's decision to go back to work. 

Rising action 

The internal conflict (Jane running from her pain) is complicated by the introduction of 

secondary conflicts (A man who expects her to control herself and turns out to be her new 

boss), including various obstacles that frustrate her attempt to reach her goal (stop the 

pain). 

Climax 

A turning point which marks a change, in Jane's case, for the better. In other words, 

something happens and Jane gets her pain out.  This should be the most exciting dramatic 

part. (Jane explodes, tells John to take a flying leap and walks out on him because he 

doesn't want to deal with her issues) 

Falling action 

Falling action is that part of the story in which the exciting stuff has happened and we're 

headed for the end. (John looks like his cat just turned into a tiger and tried to kill him. 

He doesn't know what to do. He loves her, can't she understand that?) 

The conclusion 

The conclusion is the part where everything is fixed or has resolution. 

In Jane's story, the climax serves as her transformational point. She snaps because she 

can't take the pain. She tried to forget her son with work and sex, and it didn't work. John 

http://www.cod.edu/people/faculty/pruter/film/threeact.htm
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says he loves her, but he loves the person she's pretending to be. Not the person she really 

is. 

In the conclusion, John finds her and convinces her he loves her enough to accept her, 

and they can work through her pain together. 

If you're writing a plot-driven story, use the structural template that works for you and 

write your events under the heading that describes them. 

---exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, conclusion 

  

* There is nothing wrong with either list. They're both equally valid and both create 

strong stories. 

Now that you have your outline, tomorrow we'll continue on with more structure and 

some powerpoints! 
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Lesson Four 

 
 

So far we've hit two out of five things to help with making your project the best it 

can be. 

 Pre-thinking, or deciding how you're going to connect with the people 

reading your work. 

 Finding the right emotional triggers to engage your reader, using the right 

amount of intensity for what you're trying to do, and creating a list of story 

events that A) make "you" happy and B) should tell the story. 

Today, we're going to talk about structure and objective evaluation. Structure is one 

of my favorite topics. You might be wondering why I said your list of story events (or 

things that happen in your story) are simply things you want in the story. Fiction is 

personal. You're not writing a research paper or something from a prompt for school or a 

class. You've got an agenda, and you're in this workshop because you want to sell, 

connect or figure out what's stopping you from your reaching your goal. The events you 

choose to show are part of your voice and everyone’s voice is different. 

My job is to help you see connections and how things work together, so later the 

process is something you can do consciously.  

If I want to start with Jane being unlikable, I know something has to happen to help 

my reader understand where she's coming from. If I write down—Jane has a fender 

bender and explodes into a rage, that rage has to come from somewhere because I said 

Jane was "unlikable" not crazy. My subconscious immediately adds—kill her child and 

give her serious guilt. So I write down, Jane's child dies in a car accident because she ran 

a red light while she was emailing a co-worker. 
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I know her future boss is her love interest and I don't want them to have a surface 

kind of relationship. I want him to help her heal. There are a couple of ways this could 

go, but because I'm letting my events flow out of who I am, I write down—he's about to 

shove her into a pillar, he's so mad at her, but he sees her crying and walks away. 

Maybe—I wrote, he sees her crying, but stands there and looks at her patiently, 

waiting until she cries herself out. It's a legitimate response, because some people are like 

that, and my subconscious just said my hero is one of those people.  

Let's look at those two lists: 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs 

into the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and instead of reacting to her actions, walks away. 

She finds out he's her boss and they both awkwardly limp through the rest of the day 

without talking about the fender bender. 

He's "aware" of her, and when she heads down to the garage to go home, he knows 

there's a problem because he saw the look on her face. He follows her down and takes her 

home. 

They sit in silence during the drive and afterwards, she gets out, looks away and says 

thank you. 

He doesn't know it, but this is the first real thank you she's ever said to anyone. 

Second list: 
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Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs 

into the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and waits until she cries herself out and pulls herself together. 

She finds out he's her boss and awkwardly limps through the rest of the day without 

talking about her meltdown. 

They work to gather a team for the Petersen project. 

John spends the night in the office and expects her to have the same dedication to 

work. They're attracted to each other. 

Jane tells a well-meaning secretary she doesn't want to talk about her son. 

John and Jane continue to work on the Petersen project and fly to London. Passion 

explodes between them. 

 

In the first version, Jane is emotionally bleeding, and John helps her work through 

her pain. In the second version, John waits until Jane cries herself out, and finds the 

internal strength to "be strong" which heals Jane so she can get on with her life. In this 

story there aren't scenes where John drives Jane home because he's worried about the 

look on her face when she heads down to the parking garage, but there’s a lot of hot sex. 

These are two very different stories because of the events I picked and to tell them I 

need structure. Structure is the shape of a story or the way it's formed so it gets your 

message across. 
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Plot (in a blatant cut and paste from Wikipedia) is a literary term defined as the 

events that make up a story, particularly as they relate to one another in a pattern. I left 

out a lot of quantifiers and explanations because this pretty much covers everything. 

Structure is a way to hold a pattern to your work so you can order your events effectively. 

The first list (let's look at that again)…. 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs 

into the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and instead of reacting to her actions, walks away. 

She finds out he's her boss and they both awkwardly limp through the rest of the day 

without talking about the fender bender. 

He's "aware" of her, and when she heads down to the garage to go home, he knows 

there's a problem because he saw the look on her face. He follows her down and takes her 

home. 

They sit in silence during the drive and afterwards, she gets out, looks away and says 

thank you. 

He doesn't know it, but this is the first real thank you she's ever said to anyone. 

…is the list of a character-driven writer. There isn't a lot of "big stuff" going on. 

They meet, he takes her home, she says thank you, and as the story goes on, she might 

give him a box of take-out food, or he might hesitate at her shoulder when she's staring 

blindly out the window and clear his throat to bring her back. It's the story of two people 

growing a relationship and a lot of it is internal. It "can" have bigger events. Maybe you 
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send them to Singapore, and she stares out into the Singaporean night or you put her on a 

space station during a war, but he still clears his throat to bring her back. 

The heart of this story revolves around something called the transformational 

character arc, or how a person changes over the course of a story. Jane isn't the same 

person at the end of the story that she was at the beginning, and we're right there with her 

as she changes. 

Talking about the transformational character arc: 

Do you need an arc in your story? 

Yes and no—your protagonist doesn’t always need an arc depending on what you’re 

trying to do, (because we still have to talk about the second list) but to get the first list 

structured, something needs to happen in your story. In other words, you need a 

transformational point. 

The trouble is there’s so much information on the arc in addition to variations on 

using an arc, sometimes we get trapped into thinking our people need whatever arc is 

currently in fashion, which isn't good because you end up frustrated. 

An arc should work for what you want to do because it's a tool. 

How do you find the arcs in your story? 

The easiest way to find the arcs in your story (and for right now I'm simply talking 

about your characters) is to compare your protagonist at the beginning of the story to 

your protagonist at the end. Has there been any change? Age and appearance don’t count 

for this. It needs to be an internal of some sort. 

It can be big and visible to the reader, like Rick Blaine in Casablanca. Cynical and 

uncaring to noble and self-sacrificing. 
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Or infinitesimally small like Will Hunting in Good Will Hunting. From closed-off 

jerk to closed-off jerk with the potential for change. Or maybe your protagonist a static 

character like Forrest Gump, who doesn’t change, but creates change in the people 

around him? Do you have a Jenny or Lt. Dan in your story? A secondary character or co-

protagonist who changes because of their interactions with the hero? Or perhaps your 

character is paused on an arc, with his or her journey "outside" the current storyline? 

Let's talk about the different kinds of arcs: 

There isn't just one kind of character arc. Arcs behave in different ways. Upward-

driving and downward-driving. An upward driving arc is usually what people think of 

when they think of an arc. 

Upward driving: 

A character starts at the beginning with a specific set of attitudes, coping skills and 

beliefs about the world and how things work, but over the story--through trials and 

tribulations, grows and changes into a better person. Someone who deserves a happy 

ending, or some kind of vitally important self-knowledge. 

Joan Wilder in Romancing the Stone. Han Solo. Bilbo Baggins. And more recently, 

Walt Kowalski in Gran Torino. 

Jane has an upward driving arc, despite her downward journey into angst and self-

loathing. In an expanded and more structured format, an upwards-driving arc is 

sometimes known as the Hero's Journey. 

Downward-driving: 

When people mention Humphrey Bogart, they always mention his anti-hero persona, 

but since an anti-hero has a downward driving arc, in Casablanca, Rick isn’t an anti-
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hero. He’s a dark hero—a hero with baggage, or serious problems who is still capable of 

having an upward-driving arc. 

Regency rakes, burnt out police or military, demons and fallen angels fall into this 

category—someone with all the trappings of an anti-hero, but who still has glimmers of a 

nobler emotion, like honor and love, at their core. Which basically means that the 

difference between downward-driving arcs and upward-driving arcs is the gut-level 

emotional response of the protagonist to story events. A dark hero responds positively to 

the opportunity to change, even if it's not something he wants to do, because it's built into 

his personality matrix. An anti-hero has embraced the darkness and let go of everything 

else. 

A good example of the difference would be Will in Good Will Hunting and Jason 

Bourne in The Bourne Identity. Both Matt Damon films. 

In the Bourne Identity, Jason is a disenfranchised amnesiac killer who meets a 

woman named Marie and over the course of the movie, moves from considering her 

expendable to trusting her, and to finally finding something inside himself willing to take 

that final step and reach out to her. It's a good example of an upward driving 

transformational arc.  

Jason moves from point A, through positive steps--accepting Marie as a person, 

starting to trust her, wanting to protect her--to point B, where he's grown into the person 

he needs to be so they can have a life together. 

In Good Will Hunting, Will starts at point A, down a long shallow slope of un-

positive, really stupid and outright counter-productive behaviors. He pushes people 

away, destroys everyone's illusions and messes with people for the hell of it and because 

of his issues. He can't open up to the girl, and he doesn't want help to pull out of his 

downward spiral. Watching Will hurts. It's so unrelentingly bad. Down, down down, until 
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he hits rock bottom, and only then, can he start the long crawl back. Transforming as he 

goes. 

It's the same arc, only upside down, a reflection of all the bad things a person can do 

to get to the transformational point on his arc, instead of all the good things. Strong, 

realistic character development, but in the wrong direction. 

Conflict—obstacles and setbacks, prove both kinds of characters, but the internal 

choices and reactions to story events that a character makes, and which grows out of 

characterization, makes a hero, “heroic”(upward-driving) or “anti”(downward-driving) 

heroic. 

 

Interesting thought: 

In Casablanca, the way Rick is drawn in the first act makes him ambiguous. He 

refuses to get involved and he messes with people. He simply doesn’t care, and until Ilsa 

shows up, we don’t know why. By revealing a little of his backstory, it would make sense 

if Rick made wrong choices and kept right on making them. But because of his 

background, which as Renault points out, is fighting for the underdog, the capacity is 

there to make the right choices. 

Which means part of being an anti-hero is the capacity—because of background and 

worldview—to make those bad choices. 

Will Hunting didn’t have a lot of good examples growing up on the wrong side of 

town. Given the chance to do messed-up things, and the example of others doing the 

same, he’s in the middle of those two paths Frost talks about. 

One, the road taken, is the easy road—while the other, the road less taken, is the road 

that will lift him out of his downward spiral. 
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His struggle, once he hits rock-bottom, is the upward driving curve of his arc. Or in 

other words—he can finally “see” the other road. 

Jason, because of his amnesia, only has knowledge of what’s wrong and right, which 

later, as he grows to know Marie, are his primary drivers. In other words, he doesn't have 

a lot of baggage (because of the amnesia) pulling him the wrong way, so his capacity to 

do the right thing is much greater than his former training. 

Does an arc have to be obvious? Shouldn't it be easy to see? 

It all depends on your character. In Casablanca, Rick’s growth and positive steps are 

hard to see. He's self-contained at the beginning and self-contained at the end because his 

personality doesn’t change. What changes is his capacity to feel emotion. With Laszlo’s 

examples, both in singing the French anthem and trying to save Ilsa, Rick is presented 

with his own past. The minute he re-interprets Paris, all his bits and pieces begin to 

transform into a man capable of appreciating just how hard it was for Ilsa to leave him 

which means by the end of his character arc, he changes on the inside--although on the 

outside, to people in other povs--he hasn't appeared to change at all. We know because 

we’re watching him and we have privileged information, but to everyone else, he's still 

the same. 

Which means transformation can be internal, and not visible to people outside the 

story, and can happen "through" interactions with a static (or non-changing) character 

like John. John is simply who he is. He doesn't change over the course of my story just 

like Ilsa. 

Ilsa Laszlo has no arc which makes her a static character. She's who she is at the 

beginning and the end. She has a few issues dealing with external plot, but she doesn't 

change. She's the catalyst, and a pov character, but despite being a pov character with a 

stake in the story, and her role being thirty percent of the movie—she’s minor compared 
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to Rick. Rick is the hero of the story because he does change, and in a character-driven 

story, the person with the most change is the person the story is about. 

When Rick pulls a gun on Strasser he shows that change because until the point he 

realizes there’s something bigger than himself out there, and Ilsa did the only thing she 

could, in light of what he now knows about her character, he didn’t have the piece of 

himself that was capable of love. He “lost” it. That key realization (his transformational 

point) locked it back into place. 

Ilsa made her choice before the movie started, and while she’d desperately like Rick 

to take her away, nothing about her changes to the point where she’d be the woman who 

makes that happen. Another way to describe it would be to say, nothing forces her to 

change and she isn’t built strong enough to do it on her own. 

Ilsa was story-specific. In other words, she was built, with her own back story--to be 

the only one who could change this one man. Nobody else would work. Only her. 

Something about her, spoke to something in him.  

Victor Laszlo (Ilsa’s husband from Casablanca), on the other hand is a man with an 

upward driving arc in backstory. Although he does change—it’s just not as much as the 

others. 

Which means not only are there characters moving through the arc in a positive or 

negative way—there are also characters with a very short arc. Not a fully 

transformational character arc, and not the kind of squished arc you’d get in a short story, 

just a very short pt. A to pt. A-1, kind of arc.  

Victor is a highly complex, multi-layered guy. His wife disappeared and reappeared, 

he was locked up in a concentration camp and managed to escape, and he’s trying to save 

the world, so he obviously he isn’t a static character.  
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The trouble is—the arc has taken place in backstory. Not that he’s a fully realized 

character living in his essence, like Hague would say—he's just a guy on the backside of 

his arc with a very short way to go--in other words, his transformation is at the ninety 

percentile when the story starts. He’s still changing, although not as radically as Rick. 

His purpose in the story is to anchor Rick as he goes through his arc, because his belief 

that Ilsa needs to escape and the war effort needs to continue force the people around him 

to change, which then lets Victor complete his own, much longer arc from virtually 

perfect, into a hero with the very human traits of love and determination. 

A variation on the Lazlo's incremental arc is when a character is "paused" on an arc. 

Many short stories and stories in which the protagonist doesn't appear to change are 

actually stories in which—if you think about your character "away" from the story you're 

writing—the hero or heroine has a transformational arc, but it's not shown. Instead, the 

story reveals facets of character which then drive the story.  

Another way of looking at it is that you’re showing a small snippet of a much larger 

arc. 

Let's go back and apply that to Jane and her character-driven story: 

Story events are the actual things that happen in a story—Jane's decision to go back 

to work, the accident, John's decision to take Jane home. 

In your thread, write a brief description of the opening. (if you're doing a character-

driven story) Now paste your list of story events under that and at the bottom-- tell me 

how your protagonist changes. 

--It starts to snow and Jane's car stalls out. John takes her home (it's becoming 

something they both quietly enjoy) Snow is blanketing the city and Jane can't let go of 

the fact that her son is cold. He used to get cold easily, and she remembers tucking him 

in. It's one of her strongest memories. She has John stop at the store to buy a blanket and 
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when they get to the cemetery she starts pushing snow off the grave. After a second John 

grabs the snow shovel from his car and joins her. When the blanket is spread out, she lets 

John hold her while she cries—she's managed to hold it together until now because she's 

a strong, self-contained woman struggling under an almost unbearable burden, but the 

weight of her pain is crushing her and because of John's acceptance of her and her issues 

she's able to reach out to him. She's still full of pain and guilt, and her PSTD will take 

years to go away, but she's not head-down, self-absorbed and isolated in her pain 

anymore. She's taken the first step on her journey to healing. 

A quick note: 

There is a small difference in a full length (or novella length) story and a character-

driven short. Depending on the length, the transformation point might be the end. An 

easy way to see if this is true in your story is to see if you have any events in your list that 

fall "after" the transformation. Or if on reflection—you feel something needs to happen 

before you type "the end". 

If you do have events that fall after the transformation, highlight them and move 

them to the end of your list. My list stops. I have nothing after Jane's trip to the cemetery. 

It's the end of the story.  

Looking for plot points in a character-driven short: (or a little more on 

structure) 

Plot points are the two points that tell you when the beginning is over and the middle 

is starting, and the middle is over and the end is starting. (there are only two, although 

they're scale-able and can be added to) 

The last plot point is always the transformational point in a story using the arc for 

structure. It creates a change in the protagonist so they can accomplish whatever 

happens before the end. 
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The first plot point is where Jane gets involved in the story. It's not the inciting 

incident; it's Jane's decision to react to the inciting incident in a way that starts the story. 

If Jane didn't make the decision to stop crying and go into the office, there would be no 

story. So I'm going to add that to my list. 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs 

into the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and instead of reacting to her actions, walks away. 

She finally stops crying, fixes the damage to her makeup and goes into the office 

where… 

…she finds out he's her boss and they both awkwardly limp through the rest of the 

day without talking about the fender bender. 

Now let's look at the second plot point and the way it changes in the transition from a 

full length story to a short. 

In a full, Jane's change means she's finally going to allow John into her life and 

maybe the next day, he pulls up at her house in a car and knocks on the door. And this 

time, they arrive at the office together. 

In a short, I fade to black after Jane breaks down and reaches out for help. John 

stands, Jane reaches out, and he pulls her up, into his arms and holds her. He still shows 

up the next morning and knocks on her door, but it's not part of my short. The events 

simply exist on my story continuum. 
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Until the first plot point, the story is set-up. I showed a little bit about Jane to get 

sympathy. I started the story (the fender bender), now…she needs to take that next step 

on her own. If I've created enough set up and there's enough motivation and conflict to 

support my projected word count then everything is going to be fine. Because I know her 

internal motivation (running from the pain of her son's death) won't let her back down 

unless her internal conflict (survivor's guilt and the difference between the strong person 

she was and the messed up person she is now—with an added helping of more guilt, 

because if she hadn't been so strong and driven, she wouldn't have caused the accident) 

wins. 

If there are events after the second plot point, at the transformational point Jane's 

character arc and the story arc become the same because now Jane is the person she needs 

to be in order to get to the end.  

Note: 

A character exists in linear time, regardless of how that time is shown in a story. 

Flashbacks, flash forwards, frames, whatever you do, doesn’t change the fact that a 

character moves forward through time as the story progresses. 

If I wanted to show Jane and her son's death in a flashback, I’m simply showing a 

point on Jane’s character arc. In other words, the dramatic arc in the story (what the story 

is about and how it's told) is part of a greater arc—the arc of Jane’s life, and regardless of 

“how” you tell it, maybe putting the flashback after the fender bender or letting Jane 

drown her pain in hot sex with the hero the first time he gives her a ride home, the story 

remains the same. You can tell it with a prologue, with a flashback, orally, visually, 

passively, however-ly. But it’s all the same story.  

Put the event where they feel right. There is no set order. It's all voice. Where you 

put an event within each division of events is up to you and how you want to tell your 

story. My suggestion is to put events of increasing tension in ascending order, and 
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remember that a flashback (unless kept very short because of your word count) slows the 

progression of your story. 

Once you have the events in place, anything that's missing should be obvious and I'm 

not saying that to skim over the subject. If you have a sequence of events, the sequence 

and your knowledge of what you're writing, your reader and the needs of the character's 

arc will create a frame for what's missing. I need snow to fall, so why would I start in 

spring and have a scene at the spring trade show or have Jane's company send her and 

John to Nicaragua? 

Character-driven stories are self-defining, which means that if you set them up right 

and know what belongs and doesn't belong in the story you're trying to tell (because some 

people are trying to tell a couple of stories at once and that's pretty common--I'm not 

talking about subplots) then you'll rarely have issues in sitting down to write and un-

sticking yourself. 

Plot-driven Stories, the second list (or stories involving dramatic structure): 

Jane's son is killed in a car accident she caused. 

She leaves the house for the first time since the funeral to go back to work and runs 

into the car of her future boss. 

She explodes into a rage and screams nasty things at him. 

He sees her crying and waits until she cries herself out and pulls herself together. 

She finds out he's her boss and awkwardly limps through the rest of the day without 

talking about her meltdown. 

They work to gather a team for the Petersen project. 
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John spends the night in the office and expects her to have the same dedication to 

work. They're attracted to each other. 

Jane tells a well-meaning secretary she doesn't want to talk about her son. 

John and Jane continue to work on the Petersen project and fly to London. Passion 

explodes between them. 

On a casual glance, this is a series of non-connected events. What does the Petersen 

project have to do with Jane's kid and how does John's expectation that Jane will be just 

as dedicated to work as he is, play into the story? 

This is a plot-driven story, which is the common name for a story which uses one of 

the dramatic structures like Freytag's pyramid, Syd Field's 3-act structure, the "w", the 

plotting wheel, or the Hero's journey (which can also be used for character-driven 

stories). 

When I created this list, I created a series of story events and I then I created John 

and Jane to tell my story. The beginning, inciting incident and first plot point are the 

same, but because John and the rest of the story events are different I need to find how 

everything connects. This is a link to Freytag's pyramid: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dramatic_structure 

This is a link to a picture of it, along with a little more although I like the simpler 

explanation in the first link. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plot_%28narrative%29 

This is a link to three act structure, along with a nice graphic of plot points. 

http://www.cod.edu/people/faculty/pruter/film/threeact.htm 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dramatic_structure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plot_%28narrative%29
http://www.cod.edu/people/faculty/pruter/film/threeact.htm
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I picked the pyramid and three act structure because it's the simplest way to see plot-

driven structure. There are entire workshops on variations of dramatic structure, and if it 

calls to you, I encourage you to explore plotting styles until you find one that's 

comfortable for you. 

Because looking at the two structures, I can see that Freytag's pyramid holds my 

story events more comfortably  

There's exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and a conclusion. 

Exposition 

Jane's decision to go back to work. 

Rising action 

The internal conflict (Jane running from her pain) is complicated by the introduction 

of secondary conflicts (A man who expects her to control herself and turns out to be her 

new boss), including various obstacles that frustrate her attempt to reach her goal (stop 

the pain). 

Climax 

A turning point which marks a change, in Jane's case, for the better. In other words, 

something happens and Jane gets her pain out.  This should be the most exciting dramatic 

part. (Jane explodes, tells John to take a flying leap and walks out on him because he 

doesn't want to deal with her issues) 

Falling action 

Falling action is that part of the story in which the exciting stuff has happened and 

we're headed for the end. (John looks like his cat just turned into a tiger and tried to kill 

him. He doesn't know what to do. He loves her, can't she understand that?) 
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The conclusion 

The conclusion is the part where everything is fixed or has resolution. 

In Jane's story, the climax serves as her transformational point. She snaps because 

she can't take the pain. She tried to forget her son with work and sex, and it didn't work. 

John says he loves her, but he loves the person she's pretending to be. Not the person she 

really is. 

In the conclusion, John finds her and convinces her he loves her enough to accept 

her, and they can work through her pain together. 

If you're writing a plot-driven story, use the structural template that works for you 

and write your events under the heading that describes them. 

---exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, conclusion 

 

* There is nothing wrong with either list. They're both equally valid and both create 

strong stories. 

Now that you have your outline, tomorrow we’ll talk about scenes, bridges and 

moveable text. 
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Lesson 5 - Motivation 

While I wanted to touch a little more on structure, a large part of structure deals with 

motivation because you need to get your people where or when they need to be in a way 

that gets your story across . If you’ve been reading the replies to other people’s posts you 

might have noticed me talking about Isabella’s motivation in running away from an 

arranged marriage to sleep with the hot and hunky Skip. Lots of people just write, and 

there’s nothing wrong with that, because by the time people start writing they’ve 

absorbed a lot from reading. They instinctively “know” when something is right or 

wrong. The problem is when you’re “that” close and can’t go from flat to fluffy. 

The motivation was already there in Isabella’s story, it just needed to be brought to the 

surface, to make it easier to see what needed to be in place to make the story stronger. 

There needs to be backstory (not necessarily shown) to support the motivation, some kind 

of trigger to start the story  

Ie.  

Seeing Skip and finding out she has to marry her dad’s choice is a one-two trigger 

 

Let's take a look at a contemporary romance. Sometimes people think contemporaries are 

hard to write because the conflict isn’t big and flashy. No suspense elements, no knife-

wielding maniac or vampires, and it has a bad rap because of all the bed and breakfast 

and billionaire reporter tropes. 

 

While you might know your heroine’s stats, childhood and what she's supposed to do—

numbers and facts aren't "flesh." Stories driven by emotion are stories driven by 

character, because emotion can't exist without real people to feel them.  

 

While a story can be "plot-heavy" and still get emotion across (The Silence of the 

Lambs), it can't be plot "driven" (The Stepford Wives). Plot-driven stories work with the 

thinking part of your brain (wow! How horrible is that??) (Figure out the Code or die!)  

 

A story laden with emotion is a story driven by character, because people care about 

people. Characters shouldn't simply exist to serve the needs of the plot because they tend 

to get slapped down when they rebel (my characters won't do what they're supposed to 

do) or just sit there. Although it's an easy fix to "write" them through the motions, you get 

the emotional connection between your story and reader by finding out the reasons your 

characters act the way they do. 

 

Let's give Kim the ultimate cliché job. 
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Kim is a struggling bed and breakfast owner who is taking care of her child after the 

death of her husband.  

 

And conveniently make the hero cheesily useful. 

 

Jason owns a small construction company and in his spare time he's an amateur chef. 

 

Kim needs to add a bathroom to the "Honeymoon suite" and hires Jason. He was the low 

bid because he just relocated his company and he needs to show people what he can do. 

Jason hits it off well with Cleo (Kim's daughter) and since Kim can't boil water without 

burning it, invites them over (he's the single dad down the street) for dinner. Cleo and 

Tyra connect and become friends. He lost his wife because she refused to settle down, 

and Kim lost her husband. It should be a marriage made in Heaven—or is it? 

 

It "sounds" like there's an emotional component, but it's just set-up. 

 

1. Kim hires Jason, the new single dad down the street to fix her bathroom. 

2. He likes her kid (and her!) and invites them over for dinner with his kid. 

3. Their kids get along. 

4. Can they find love together? 

 

Why not? Nothing is stopping them. Although a story can be "real" like life, there needs 

to be a reason for it to exist. It needs conflict. Which means motivation—not motivation 

in the terms of GMC where the character is trying to get to a goal. Kim's goal is not to 

win the hero. The writer's goal is to get Kim and Jason together. Kim just wants to take 

care of her kid. 

 

This is motivation as a focal point for the character's actions and reactions in "this" 

story—regardless of whether it’s a short story or a long story. 

 

GMC is a plotting tool. Focal motivation is a story driver, which is why a character 

focused story is called character-driven, because something pushes Kim from pt A to pt 

B. 

 

Motivation is specific to your characters. Characters can't be taken out and used 

somewhere else because "these" characters should produce "this" plot. If I can remove 

Kim and replace her with Tiffany, then I don't have emotions in my story or the right 

people. A well-thought out, multi-dimensional character with the proper motivation for 

the story the writer wants to write can't be removed without damage. 

 

In a plot-driven story, the story events drive the characters--so if I remove Kim and insert 
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Tiffany, a childless twentysomething, her "Tiffany-ness" doesn't matter. What does 

matter is the "weight" of the plot. 

 

To carry Tiffany, the plot would have to override personal details. 

 

For an example, let’s talk about First Blood and the Rambo series. 

First Blood, for those who haven’t seen it, is the first Rambo movie. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Blood 

 

Loosely based on the David Morrell book of the same name, it’s the psychological study 

of a Vietnam vet. 

 

In the movie, Rambo is a drifter. Everything that happens in First Blood builds on both 

his backstory and who he became because of that backstory. When he heads up into the 

mountains and does his whole poncho-survivalist thing, it's understandable because he 

was Special Forces. When he refuses to leave town, it's because he was controlled 

(former POW) for such a long time, he refuses to let anyone control him. 

 

All actions are based on who he is, what he did, what he became, and what's happening 

to him because of that. Because he was a prisoner of the North Vietnamese he refused to 

leave town when told to get out. Which made him turn around and walk back in, which 

made the Sherriff arrest him, which made the jailor try to give him a haircut and shave 

him (it's a 70's thing. It's an old book) which triggered Rambo's PSTD which started the 

story going. Circles in circles, unlike the more linear structure of the plot. 

 

Motivation is a bull’s-eye of concentric rings, each spreading out like ripples from a 

central event or series of connected events that drive your story. Not general backstory or 

the fact that Kim is a single mom with a cute kid.  

 

While the first Rambo movie is character-driven, the later "Rambo" movies are plot-

driven. Although Rambo is still at the center of each movie, he could easily be replaced 

by Chuck Norris or Steven Seagal because the scriptwriters forgot the simple incident 

Morell based Rambo's reactions on—he was a POW, he has PSTD and control issues. 

 

…keeping that in mind… 

 

---A little bit about psychology, the environment your characters grew up in and 

how to use core events (or a to create the people you want, or understand the people 

you already have. 

 

People live in context, and are a result of the choices they've made, the way they grew up 

and what they've done with their lives. In other words, people are "me-centric". We have 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Blood
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our own point of view and the world exists--for us--through our point of view. 

 

Ie. 

A only child college kid in an upper middle class household might view the world as her 

oyster. Daddy bought her a Miata for high school graduation, she's going to University, 

has good clothes and great health--her teeth are white and straight, she's got a nice 

haircut, and for spring break she's touring Greece (taking it as a given she's well-

adjusted). 

 

"I love life!” she tells people. “Life has always been good to me. I have no worries and 

my swim team is going to London this summer." 

 

But if you take that same nineteen year old and put her in different context, (like the two 

Kims)the world changes because her focus shifts. 

 

This kid grew up in a single parent working class household; she shares her room with 

two sisters. They have bunk beds and she has a twin. Her grades were bad because she 

worked the night shift at McDonald's to help her mom out, and she's tired all the time. 

Sometimes she thinks of going to community college, but somehow she fell through the 

cracks. 

 

"I wish I'd never been born. My mom works all the time, and I'm tired of taking care of 

my sisters. People laugh at me because my teeth are crooked and I work at McDonald's. 

The first thing I'm going to do when I win the lottery is get braces." 

 

The same sun rises in the same sky when each kid gets out of bed, but for one kid, each 

day has unlimited potential. She gets up, thinks about eating and decides against it 

because she's trying to stay a size 3. The other kid pulls her uniform from the shower rod, 

makes a face because it smells like mildew and decides against eating because if she 

does, there won’t be enough for her sisters. 

 

They were both born with the same basic equipment in the same way each character 

starts out as a blank page, but the girl touring the Greek Islands isn't the girl getting 

written up for a dirty uniform. The choices you make about "who" your character is, 

influence "how" they act. Even if they start out as the same person. 

 

Did you think the rich kid buys lottery tickets? A million dollars doesn't buy much. But 

the kid with one discretionary dollar knows a million dollars isn't “just” a million dollars-

-it's toys for her sisters, a car for her mom, an end to baby-sitting and a kind of freedom 

the other kid doesn't know she has.  

 

Knowing your character's social status in relation to the world they inhabit is one of the 
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most important character building blocks because from social background you also get 

physical and emotional building blocks. Each block leans against the other. 

 

Rambo looks like a drifter and has all the trappings of a drifter. If he was clean cut and in 

a nice car, no one would have bothered him and the story would never have happened. 

 

Let's go back to Mercedes. 

 

Mercedes is the poor kid who works at McDonalds. 

 

She grew up poor, which brings us to her appearance--maybe she slouches and gives 

people angry sidelong looks. Maybe she has acne from a greasy diet and burns from 

cleaning the fryers. Her hands are rough and her nails are broken. Maybe she wears 

Medicaid glasses, the big ones with the large plastic frames, and her cousin Stefani’s 

hand-me-down clothes, too big or too small. 

 

Back before she was born, her parents were poor and I’m not going to get into a far-

reaching…and her mother’s mother was…it’s enough to say her mom was a teenager 

when Mercedes was born and Mercedes’ dad wanted nothing to do with a baby and 

couldn’t pay child support. 

 

Mercedes could have tried to escape by joining a gang or trying to sleep her way out, but 

I want “that” Mercedes, the one who works at McDonalds. To get that Mercedes I need 

to “see” her core events. What made this girl the person she is now? 

 

Something has to hold her at McDonalds and because she’s going to be my heroine, I’m 

going to make her sisters nine year-old twins. She loves those little girls and because she 

loves them, she’ll do anything she can to make sure they have enough to eat and things to 

wear. If she was a secondary and just had a minor role, I might have used an alcoholic 

mother to point up what a nice person Mercedes is under her worker-drone exterior, but 

since she’s my heroine, I want to layer in her anger and give her depth. 

 

So I’ll make her mom a good woman, trying to survive in a bad situation. Her skills 

aren’t valuable, her rent is barely covered by section 8 and she has food stamps which 

she’ll lose if her income goes over a certain amount. 

 

Mercedes isn’t stupid. She knows her mother is trying. She watches her mom every day, 

tired and worn-out just like Mercedes. It feels wrong to hate her mother, but Mercedes, 

like a lot of people, can’t shut down her anger and resentment. 

 

Mercedes social status in relation to the world she inhabits influences her actions, 

emotions, clothing, physical appearance, family relationships and present job. 
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---quick point? 
Motivation is backstory.  

You can simply say, “I’m going to kidnap Mercedes sisters and she’s going after them.” 

And maybe get, “well, she’s also poor” and “I want her to have acne.” 

But thinking Mercedes through in the context of her "pertinent to this story information" 

makes each layer of her character interconnect. 

 

She’s poor, she’ll dress like this. She eats a lot of fast food, she’ll have greasy hair. She 

has acne on her forehead because of her hair, her mother makes her angry, but she can’t 

do anything about it, so her facial expression is like “this”. So when you get stuck, say—

maybe you have her riding in the car with the hero and he glances over at her, 

description, conversation and situation are all laid out. 

 

Ie? 

He’s driving along, glances over at Mercedes. Her greasy lank hair falls in her eyes, hard 

to see behind the horrible windshield-style glasses. (Description of her physical person)  

 

Her arms are folded and locked across her chest (let’s throw some body language in 

there) and she’s putting off anger like a perfume. (Emotional state) 

Because anger usually responds to anger (and knowing her background) he says, “This 

isn’t McDonalds and you can’t get your sisters out of dry storage.” 

She gives him an angry, sidelong look (because I’ve already established that as one of her 

mannerisms based on how she feels about her life situation) and says, “I know.” 

 

Because based on her background, method of earning money (a solitary job versus a 

social job) and decision to be there for her little sisters, she probably has little social life, 

or skills, so it’s highly unlikely she’s going to go off into a beautiful monologue or 

engage the hero in idle chit-chat. 

 

Now let's give her a focal core event for the story I want to put her in: 
 

---when Mercedes was thirteen and her sisters were four, her mom was working. 

Mercedes was watching her little sisters. Angry because she didn’t “want” little sisters, 

she hasn’t been a good big sister. She puts them to bed and falls asleep on the living room 

sofa. BUT, she’s also been experimenting with cigarettes and falls asleep with a lit 

cigarette. The sofa catches on fire and her sisters wake up at the smell of smoke. They 

race to wake her up. They get out, but the house burns. They made the conscious decision 

to wake her up because she was important to them. Unfortunately, their tabby cat, 

precious stuffed animals and blankies burn. 

 

Her realization that her sisters sacrificed what they loved to save her—who they also 
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loved, changed Mercedes. She got a close up, firsthand look at love (when her sisters 

stumbled through the smoke and fire to save her) and pain (because by then the house 

was burning and she couldn’t go back in to save their cat and animals) and the 

consequences of her actions. 

 

Out of this one event, Mercedes develops the determination to save her little sisters from 

pain, a hugely developed sense of responsibility and allows herself admit she loves them 

in return. 

 

To further develop her motivations for my story, I can also make her terrified of fire and 

have a hard time sleeping unless she checks the house to make sure there are no fire 

hazards and everyone is safe--things that are logical extensions and implications of this 

one event. There was a fire, she was sleeping and she wants to keep her sisters safe. 

 

Kim needs a reason (despite her kid hitting it off with Jason's kid and Jason's undeniable 

hotness) to fight getting together with Jason. I need to find her focal event. 

 

Instead of adding more word-count to the post, the easiest way to see this is visually. 

Although a focal point doesn't really seem to add anything to a story, it is actually an 

emotional controller in the same way it controls the arc and the change point of an arc. 

 

Using the right focal point for your story creates emotional depth of the appropriate level. 

Some people are full of angst and some aren't. I might kill Kim's kid to create the depth I 

want in my story, but another person might not want to kill the husband and find another 

focal point. Maybe he died of a heart attack caused by the stress of working on the bed 

and breakfast and Kim desperately wants the B&B to succeed because she loved him, 

Cleo loved him and she wants to honor his memory, which means Jase is a threat to her 

husband's memory and her conflict is her growing love for Jase and inability to let go of 

her husband or his project. 

 

Tonight: 

Is there a specific event (or series of linked events) in your hero or heroine’s backstory 

that creates their story motivation? 

Ie. 

Isabella’s dad ignored her until her brother died and then all of a sudden wanted her to 

give up who she wanted to be (subconsciously) to save him. 

Is this a legitimate event? 
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Yes. Because this particular motivation covers a lot of minor motivations. Ignoring her 

all these years. Treating her brother better. She was a girl, so she didn’t matter until…  

She wants to be free and unrepressed. She feels stifled. She’s on the verge of wakening to 

her sexuality and she doesn’t want the man her father (who ignored her and treated her 

like she was invisible) picked, because he’s “not” sexually appealing. 

Why is this important in a short? 

Because a short operates on invisible words. This >> 

Ignoring her all these years. Treating her brother better. She was a girl, so she didn’t 

matter until…  She wants to be free and unrepressed. She feels stifled. She’s on the verge 

of wakening to her sexuality and she doesn’t want the man her father (who ignored her 

and treated her like she was invisible) picked, because he’s “not” sexually appealing. 

Takes a lot of word-count to explain. But using it as motivation makes it part of your 

story, and creates depth and fullness. 
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Lesson 6 

My apologies for playing least in sight. The good thing about a month long workshop is 

that it's a month-long, but the bad thing--is that it's a month long. :( I'm going to be 

uploading two posts to cover what I should have been talking about. The first is "getting 

it done." (post 6) And the second is self-editing. (post 7)  

I've spent a lot of time talking about various things: 

         Targeting 

         Emotional structures 

         And motivation 

But the one thing I haven't actually touched on is "getting it done." You can't sell a story 

you haven't written, but writing is usually where people get stuck. Maybe the idea gets 

stale, or you can't figure out the middle, or you've got enthusiasm, but only for the "good" 

scenes, not all the necessary bits in-between. 

Today we're going to talk about writing focus. Not in your story, but in how you write a 

story. Some people have the God-given ability to sit down and write a story straight 

through, but I'm not one of them. I also don't "pre" plot. I do a lot of pre-thinking about 

what I want to write, what I'm trying to say, and if anyone will listen (or whether I care), 

but I don't actually say this and that needs to happen here and there, because I know the 

general shape of my stories. 

In other words—I write in scenes. If you look back on Day 4, you might have created a 

"list of things I'd like in my story". It's actually a listing of scenes. Scenes are visual high 

points—or what you think of when someone asks you about your story. When you 

"visualize" your story, these are the bits that come in clearest. Some belong in the story 

you're trying to tell, and some are backstory or things that happen off-stage. 

A scene is a unit of story time that shows a unified action. Ie.  

Boy takes his dog to the supermarket and buys dog food. 

People who write in scenes tend to write "chunks" because "a boy and dog at the store 

buying dog food" is a unified action. There's a clear line of action, and when it ends…it 

sort of peters out because it's not connected to anything yet. 
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Maybe you get up, take a break—and when you get back you write--- 

The boy finds the dog roaming the neighborhood and since no one wants to claim him, 

adopts him. 

Perhaps you have the scenes organized in your Word doc as  

The boy finds the dog roaming the neighborhood and since no one wants to claim him, 

adopts him. 

NEED A SCENE 

NEED A SCENE 

Boy takes his dog to the supermarket and buys dog food. 

NEED TO WRITE: They are chased by strangers in a black SUV  

--you're slowly getting the impression your original idea is YA suspense. It's about the 

boy and his dog. You have a handful of scenes and a good idea of where they're going. In 

other words, you have two scenes 

The boy finds the dog roaming the neighborhood and since no one wants to claim him, 

adopts him. 

Boy takes his dog to the supermarket and buys dog food. 

And you're chugging along on the other scenes that go with it, because you're writing a 

"sequence". McKee says a sequence is a unit of time that shows a larger movement, so at 

this point you realize you're writing the sequence: 

Boy adopts a stray and "someone dangerous" wants him back. 

This> 

Boy adopts a stray and "someone dangerous" wants him back. 

Encompasses a larger unit of unified time than this> 

Boy takes his dog to the supermarket and buys dog food. 

However this>> 
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The boy finds the dog roaming the neighborhood and since no one wants to claim him, 

adopts him. 

Need a scene 

Need a scene 

Boy takes his dog to the supermarket and buys dog food. 

NEED TO WRITE They are chased by strangers in a black SUV  

Is all part of this>> 

Boy adopts a stray and "someone dangerous" wants him back. 

I originally put the boy finding the dog at the top of my Word doc because that's how I 

see the story, but moving the scene also works although it changes timing and feel of the 

story. 

A larger story (like a novella or novel) would contain a number of sequences (large 

actions) that make up an act. 

 ie beginning middle or end 

This is the beginning> 

The boy finds the dog roaming the neighborhood and since no one wants to claim him, 

adopts him. 

Need a scene 

Need a scene 

Boy takes his dog to the supermarket and buys dog food. 

NEED TO WRITE They are chased by strangers in a black SUV  

In a short, a sequence might be all you have. A sequence is like a loaf pan. Events fit into 

it, but the order of the events don't always matter. I make banana bread. I know I'm 

supposed to cream the butter and sugar, but I usually don't. I like banana bread with a 

muffin like texture so I just dump the wet and dry in separately. 
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If I wanted a cake-like banana bread, I'd cream the fat and shortening. Creaming the fat 

and shortening creates a fine texture, unlike the big, porous holes in a muffin. This is 

where knowing what you want to get across and write comes in handy. Let's say I'm 

writing horror. 

So far, my sequence isn't very scary. "But" each individual unit can be moved around 

because they have a unity of action. (like soap bubbles or m&m's) 

Let's look at that sequence again. I want to make it scary and I think the last scene works 

for what I need. That means I need some kind of rising action to get to that point and 

finding a dog isn't scary either. I "need a scene" so I move "need a scene" to the top of my 

doc and set up parameters (you don't have to write them down, just be aware of them) 

Needs to be scary, needs to set up the last scene (create some kind of menace for that 

black SUV) and needs to involve the dog. 

So I write a scene where the boy sees the always locked cemetery gate open and is drawn 

to the opening (he's always wanted to see inside), "but" before he can peak inside a dog 

runs out and knocks him down. By the time he gets up again the gate is closed, although 

he can hear a strange bloodcurdling noise he's never heard before. 

And I add the scene I already have: 

The boy finds the dog roaming the neighborhood and since no one wants to claim him, 

adopts him. 

These are two separate scenes. I have them in order in my Word doc, but there are words 

missing between them. I know the dog can't simply jump in the boy's lap so the rest of the 

story can happen so I need a "bridge". 

A bridge is usually a piece of narrative that gets you from one place to another. Maybe a 

time transition? 

Two days later, the boy watched the dog sitting in front of his house. It just sat there and 

stared at him, like he was waiting for the boy to come outside. 

This moves the action forward to (dog roaming the neighborhood) 

Or an action transition to move the place. 

He ran toward home as fast as he could, heart pounding. He could hear the racing of 

almost silent claws clickering after him, and he imagined a giant crab landing on his 
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back, tearing his head off with those nasty orange pinchers everyone said were so 

delicious. 

Whatever I chose, I can find the parameters by looking at the two scenes that bracket it. 

The dog leaves the cemetery 

The boy adopts him 

Which means the boy has to notice the dog. That is a non-negotiable. And it needs to 

bridge the scenes in a way that connects to show whatever it is I'm trying to show. 

Because this is horror (and I'm not funny or ironic in any way) I know the scene 

transition isn't going to work for me. I want the boy to freak out over the dog, and the dog 

to do a Damien. The more distant feel of "telling" also works for this story since I'm 

building toward my big climax where the guy in the black SUV is the undertaker for the 

pet cemetery and the dog is dead. I want to tell until I stop time and burst into showing 

when the boy realizes the dog has escaped the cemetery which will increase the emphasis 

on the last scene. 

Summary: 

If you have difficulties keeping on track, don't stress writing in linear order. For now—

just write what you can see clearest.  

Keep your scenes in a doc of some sort.  

Remember scenes are moveable. 

Remember what you're writing and check to make sure the scenes that show it are 

utilized in the best possible way. 

Set up the parameters for what you need to write by looking at the two scenes 

bookending it. 

Use bridges to reinforce the feel of your story, show character or set up for the end. 

Bridges don't have to be long. A time transition works great if nothing important happens 

that needs to be shown. 

  

And now that we're ready—let's start self-editing. 
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Lesson 7 

The importance of edits 

 So far we're gone through three steps: 

The fourth step in our five-step process is edits. There are different kinds of edits, content 

and copy and they're both important. Although many people who self-pub their shorts 

pay for edits, they usually get copy edits because edits aren't cheap and if it really comes 

down to it, most people think their story is solid. 

The difference between content and copy edits: 

It's a common misconception that all editors do the same thing. They tidy up your 

grammar, put commas in the right place and make sure John's hair isn't brown on page 1, 

blond on page 301, and that you use "blond" in the right gender specific way. Ie: 

John is a blond, not a blonde. 

Which…in a general sense is true. If I notice your hero's hair is blond on page 10 and 

streaked with red on page 50, I'll probably say don't forget he needs to dye it, but I really 

don't care if you have a dependent clause or an independent clause. What I care about as a 

content editor, is your story. I'm that person at the macro-level who says, "Your hero is 

seventy-two and named Chad. The heroine, a former army nurse is sixty-eight and she's 

named Brittany." It doesn't work for a WW2 romance they need to be younger and their 

names feel wrong. 

Chad and Brittany might work in a contemporary, but not two people in the middle of 

WW2 in the same way Gertrude wouldn't work for a contemporary teenager. It's possible 

the teenager's name is really Gertrude, but then I'd question why it's not an issue, or 

whether there needs to be pertinent backstory. I might also ask why Chad and Brittany 

are in Gertrude's story, and why the storylines run side by side but don't touch in any 

other way. If you want to keep them, I'd suggest ways to tie them together. 

We did the same thing earlier in the workshop, looking at structure, your characters, your 

emotional triggers, finding the missing pieces and taking out the stuff that doesn't work. 

Which means it's very much a big picture look. 

Why should you care? 
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A while back Dear Author wrote a post on author stickiness (or what made a person buy 

an author the second time around). Considering the readership, it rapidly turned into a 

100+ reply discussion on NY v. the indie market and still later into pet peeves. Full 

disclosure: I know a lot of the commenters, including not-very-nice ones, so I'm not 

going to link to the post. Instead, I'd like to use a very small excerpt from one of the 

comments with all respect to Jane, whose comment it was. 

… the type of story is the same and it's just incredibly boring. There is nothing there that 

is making me turn the pages. It's not that I don't find that in trad pubbed books, but I find 

it more and more often in self-published books. They are either terribly boring or have 

really rough writing. …Worse, I think many self pubbed authors don't believe in the 

value of content editing. I'd rather have an author invest in content editors rather than 

copy editors.  

This comment made me think. Jane is talking about emotional structure. She doesn't care 

and it's horribly boring. And the reason is because nobody went back through to fix the 

emotional component. 

A copy editor's job isn't to fix your triggers or emotional connection. It's to ask pertinent 

questions like "are you sure Chad was in the infantry? It says here that his ship was 

named the Indianapolis." 

So tell me why Chad is on the Indianapolis (or how to do your own content edits for 

free): 

I know it sounds obvious, but the first thing is to admit you're close and have bias (not 

racial bias, but bias for what you think is in your story). I "know" I'm way too close to my 

hero, and anything anyone wants to tell me about him is going to go in one ear and out 

the other. 

So I say: 

I based the two characters on relatives, an infantryman and a nurse. I threw in the ship 

wreck and have a picture of a South Pacific atoll on my wall. I'm invested in the story. 

But there's obviously a reason I named my hero Chad, and put him on the Indianapolis. 

So I'm going to make a list. 

This is what I know is in my story. 
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         Chad's name is really Chadwick. He's being transported on the Indianapolis He's an 

infantry man on his way to Okinawa or somewhere around there. 

         Brittany is where Brittany's mom is from. She's an army nurse on her way to a 
posting in the Pacific. 

         Gertrude is having issues at school (because of her name). 

         They're on the Indianapolis because I picked it out of a list of ships destroyed just 
before the end of the war. 

         Chad and Brittany are shipwrecked and fall in love. 

         The war ends and they're found, they live happily ever after. 

         Gertrude finds her inner strength, stands up to the bullies at school and also lives 

happily ever after. 

  

Now I'm going to give it to a friend or crit partner, or someone impartial and trustworthy 

and ask them to make a list of what happens in the story along with questions if they have 

any. No fair explaining your story ahead of time. This needs to be a cold read. 

Which ends up looking something like this: 

  

         Chad and Brittany are on that shark ship. The one that sank. (why are they named 
Chad and Brittany, is it an alternate universe? Or a time travel?) 

         Or is this YA? Gertrude (funny name for a teenager??!!) is having problems at 

school. 

         The ship sinks but for some reason Chad and Brittany avoid the sharks and the other 
eight hundred guys in the water and end up on a beautiful atoll. (you know atolls don't 

have water, right?) 

         They splash around in the lagoon and learn to open coconuts. (which is important 

because atolls don't have water!)  
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         Gertrude can't get on the cheerleading team. Someone puts up a FB page and 

everyone likes the Gertrude is a Loser page. 

         Chad and Brittany scream at each other a lot and no one says anything about their 
missing shipmates. They have hot monkey sex and fall in love. The war ends and they're 

rescued looking even better than they did before they were shipwrecked. 

         Gertrude gets on the cheerleading team and lives happily ever after. 

  

This is what someone "else" sees in my story. And because I'm trying to stay open to 

listening, I look at the list. (if you're only kind of open, ask another person to do the same 

thing. This is where having friends helps. Get as many lists as you need. You need to be 

objective. It's fair to say "She doesn't know what she's talking about." But if six people all 

say the same thing, then it's more likely they're right and you might have to pull back and 

let go.) 

  

Now we're going to compare the two lists. My list: 

Chad's name is really Chadwick. He's being transported on the Indianapolis. He's an 

infantry man on his way to Okinawa or somewhere around there. 

Brittany is where Brittany's mom is from. She's an army nurse on her way to a posting in 

the Pacific. 

Her list: 

Chad and Brittany are on that shark ship. The one that sank. (why are they named Chad 

and Brittany, is it an alternate universe? Or a time travel?) 

  

My reader doesn't know about Chad or Brittany. And…shark ship? Huh? 

  

There are two issues involved in this comparison in addition to some research and a piece 

of structural editing. 
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1. Chad needs to be called Chadwick at least once—or twice, to help the reader 

understand it's an old-fashioned name that's been shortened. 

2. Brittany needs to explain her mom's fixation and her name (briefly) 

3. I need to find out what sharks have to do with the Indianapolis.  

4. Does Gertrude "really" belong in this short story? Can I do justice to her in addition to 

the main story line? 

  

Then I need to make a decision. Do I keep the Indianapolis? It's historical fact. I can't 

mess with events, but I don't want Chad and Brittany to look callous. What about the 

others? What about the sharks? I decide to keep the ship since it's the only ship that sinks 

so close to the end of the war (in the Pacific). But in doing so, I need to make sure the 

facts are straight, and I need to find a way to get them to the island alone and in a 

sympathetic way. I decide to have Brittany fall overboard shortly before the attack and 

Chad follow her. He yells for help and they would have been rescued, but while it's under 

attack, the Indianapolis can't send help or slow down. Which means they're already in the 

water while the ship is disappearing over the horizon, saving them from being attacked 

by sharks, knowing what happened and giving them a shot at finding a deserted atoll.  

Now let's look at the story events. Put them side by side so you can think about it. 

  

Comparison: 

Chad and Brittany are shipwrecked and fall in love. 

And  

The ship sinks but for some reason Chad and Brittany avoid the sharks and the other eight 

hundred guys in the water and end up on a beautiful atoll. (you know atolls don't have 

water, right?) 

They splash around in the lagoon and learn to open coconuts. (which is important 

because atolls don't have water!) (my friend's list) 
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They scream at each other a lot and no one says anything about their missing shipmates. 

They have hot monkey sex and fall in love. The war ends and they're rescued looking 

even better than they did before they were shipwrecked. 

  

You mean I don't have Chad and Brittany's journey to the island? And I thought all 

islands have water (although my subconscious was working and gave them coconuts). 

Didn't I show their growing relationship? The scream at each other because they're 

hurting (over their shipmates) and they have sex because they've been growing closer. 

I'm justifying my story and that's not something I want to do. I'm way too close. I just 

can't see why my reader didn't notice all the stuff in my head I forgot to write down. Bad 

reader. 

I've already fixed the shipwreck, and I can play up the coconuts and their thirst until they 

figure it out (I'm sure they'll be tired of coconut water and trying to create a catchment 

system) 

But I do need to look very closely at the way Brittany and Chad interact and if their 

screaming and arguing is just screaming and zingy one-liners Is it cool, does it show the 

growth of their relationship and if it doesn't, can I "make" it show the growth of their 

relationship? 

Now we're going to look at Gertrude. Gertrude is a second storyline. A subplot is a 

storyline tied to the main plot in some way. It can be intertwined, or it can simply be a 

way to show theme, contrast or reflect. It doesn't necessarily have to connect all over the 

place, although as a structure, that would be the strongest use. 

But…since I just thought Gertrude's story would work well in the romance to contrast 

what's happening to Brittany's great-granddaughter with what her grandma went through 

I need to re-think my objective. Would I be able to flesh out both stories in such a limited 

word count? It'd be a lot easier (and tighter) to focus on the relationship between Chad 

and Brittany and it would move the story forward. 

It hurts badly, but I take Gertrude's story out and rename the scenes so I can use them 

later. 

What I'm left with is a fairly simple story about a soldier and a nurse who don't get along, 

the nurse falls overboard just before a major battle, the soldier tries to rescue her, and 

they get shipwrecked so they can grow their relationship. 
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It can be dressed up—a well-meaning socialite nurse and a backwoods working stiff who 

joined the army to get out of poverty. Or down—a working class guy and a shop-girl. 

Now that you have your content edits done, what now? 

  

Let's say the story is cleaner, works better and is stronger. Now it's time to make like a 

copy editor and hammer out all the odds and ends. 

Do another read on your story and write down anything that might need to be checked. 

1. Are all my dates or facts right? 

Everything dealing with the Indianapolis needs to be checked. (If the Japanese attack in 

the morning, then Chad and Brittany need to fall overboard in the darkness or while it's 

growing light.)  

And what can't be checked needs to be checked to make sure it's feasible. 

(Maybe there aren't any atolls in the area. In that case, my h/h need to drift and time blurs 

before they find land.) 

2. Do the characters show consistency, an arc, and understandable shifts or do they 

have reasons for what they're doing? 

Although characters don't always need arcs, they have to make sense on a level integral 

to the story. Everything needs to be something the reader can understand or follow. There 

needs to be some kind of logic which is why a copy editor will usually make a comment 

like, "Why does he do this?" 

Because even if you fix the big stuff, the little stuff also matters. 

3. Do the story events make sense? 

Although stories can be about anything, in any way possible, the story events need to 

make sense in the context of the story you're trying to tell. Most events will work, 

because—like a screwdriver, need drives form (which was the reason I got rid of 

Gertrude. Because I needed to show Brittany and Chad and didn't have enough room). 

However, some story events are non-pertinent, confusing or just plain wrong for the story 

you're trying to tell. 
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An event doesn't have to fulfill five different functions, because "how" you tell a story is 

just as much a part of your voice as your word choices. One person might use a bar scene, 

a standing in the rain while drunk laughing scene and running after the heroine's taxi, 

pounding on the windows screaming, "I love you!" to tell a love story, while another 

might use a meeting in church, being a guest at a family's Thanksgiving party and the 

warmth of Christmas Eve services to whisper, "I love you." It's all different and it all 

works. But anything that sticks out like a sore thumb needs careful consideration. If you 

want to keep it, it need to be reworked to fit into the story in a more organic way, or the 

plot needs to be reworked to include the event. Otherwise, delete it and keep the words 

for later use.  

Does my characters appearance stay the same all the way through? 

I know this is kind of a no-brainer, but many people forget they gave their heroine green 

eyes and say it's blue. Or compare her eyes to a worn emerald and in the next instance 

call them green fire. There's a big difference between worn emerald and green fire. 

Also, if they're wearing uniforms when they fall overboard, it's more than likely the same 

thing they'll be wearing for the entire story. I can't give Brittany a nice dress or a bikini 

unless she was wearing it. 

In a regular story where the hero and heroine aren't shipwrecked, clothes can't change in 

the middle of a scene unless the people change their clothes. They can wear something 

different the next day, or have a hat when they go outside, but it can't just appear on their 

head while they're watching tv unless their head gets cold and they get up, ask for it, or 

someone drops it on their head. 

Is my grammar tight? 

Don't be overly pedantic, but be aware people will notice if you don't have commas, have 

sentences that run on for half the page, don't use blond for males and blonde for females 

and switch tense in the middle of a paragraph. If you aren't good at grammar, there are 

books, on-line resources, and the CMOS (Chicago Manual of Style) online. 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html 

You can sign up for a free trial or buy access at the low price of thirty five dollars. It's tax 

deductible and the very same resource most copy editors use. 

Be aware that simply clicking on Word's grammarcheck won't work. There are running 

arguments about things like serial commas, the semi-colon debate, the whole, "Me and 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html
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Chad" versus "Chad and I" thing and the use of contractions. Being overly formal isn't as 

good as being right for your story. It's a very fine line. 

Using craft: 

Is your use of craft unobtrusive? Does your pov shift in every other sentence? Have you 

layered your work? Do you suffer from white-room syndrome (no setting, no visuals or 

sensory details) or talking heads (people who just talk. Ie. "Hi there, Ted." "Hi George! 

Hi Susan. Hi Ted." "George, I didn't realize ten people were coming to the meeting, are 

we ready?" "Yes, Susan. We are.") lack of emotional structure, unrealistic dialogue, etc. 

In creating a list of things that need fixing, (objectivity is the key!) you can avoid the 

need for a copy editor and create a stronger story.  

Proofreading: 

I strongly suggest you find a friend (maybe the person who was kind enough to make 

your list) who hates mistakes and talk to them about proofreading your work. You can 

proofread your own work, but it's easier if someone reads it for you. It's easy for an 

impartial observer to notice you have three periods after your third sentence, or a double 

word. But you already "know" what's on the page and your eyes will play tricks on you. 

If you absolutely don't have anyone, reformat a copy in pdf. Switching formats will 

usually make it easier to notice mistakes. Then fix it in the word doc. 

Now that we're good to go. Next up is part five, formatting, uploading, tags, keywords 

and covers. 

__._,_.___ 
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Lesson 8 

This is the last post, and if you're still reading—I'm glad you stuck with me. I'll be 

hanging out for the next two weeks and if you'd like to work through your wip or short 

story, I'd love to cover anything I talked about or just talk. 

The last things I'd like to talk about are tags, blurbs and formatting. Back when I was 

working on the concept of this workshop I uploaded a short free read so I could see how 

tags influenced the movement of a story. No matter where you place your work—

Amazon, Kobo, Barnes and Noble, smashwords--blurbs, tags and excerpts are important. 

Tags help people find your story by acting as keywords—or metadata (data about data) so 

when people run a search for things they like; they're able to find you. Websites and 

blogs sometimes have a tag cloud of all the info available on the site, and a series of book 

tags act the same way, showing the reader what's available in your story. 

An example would be if you went to Amazon and typed in the phrase, "cozy mysteries." 

You'd instantly get 982 hits, along with a string of related searches "cozy mysteries new 

release" "cozy mystery series" "cozy mysteries woman sleuths." 

There are literally thousands of cozy mysteries in the Amazon database, but there are 

only 982 hits because (in addition to the tags you originally put on them) tags are user 

generated. Of those 982 hits, 525 are for kindle books, and 379 are for the paperback 

version of the kindle books (give or take a hundred, I didn't look at all of them), which 

suggests that the results of a user entering a keyword search would be strongly skewed to 

stories with tags and that adding tags narrows your competition down to a manageable 

field. 

Tags: 

What tags work for your story? 

Always use a general category tag. Romantic suspense, paranormal romance, police 

procedural, steampunk, mainstream fiction, horror. A general category will help people 

who just want to browse. Then add in major story elements, time-travel, doctors, sports, 

cannibalism, alternate worlds, muse, prostitutes, life after a partner's death. 

And finally, story specific elements, tennis, hockey, volleyball, San Francisco, 

clockmakers, endurance, sunrises, candy, bacon, ménage, m/m, elves, sweet romance. 

Whatever makes your story special. The thing to remember about tags is that you should 

use correct spelling and common usage. An example would be: 
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Male strippers v. male stripers 

Polyamorous v. polyamorous relation 

San Francisco v. Sanfrancisco 

Clockmakers v. people who make clocks 

If you have friends, encourage them to add tags to your product, whether they're blogging 

about your story, reviewing it, buying it, or just passing by. 

Useful links and books would be HP Mallory's book "Quit your Day Job" a fabulous, in-

depth discussion of how tags work. 

http://www.amazon.com/Quit-Guide-Published-Author-

ebook/dp/B005FM7P7E/ref=sr_1_24?ie=UTF8&qid=1348907884&sr=8-

24&keywords=hp+Mallory 

And if you're interested in the topic, there's always more to explore with: 

SEO Resources | Find SEO Tips, Guides, Tools & More at SEOmoz And to try it out—

you can't get any better (and free!) than google adwords. I'm always amazed when I run 

my words through it. 

Google AdWords: Keyword Tool 

Blurbs: 

A blurb is a mini synopsis with a hook. Think of it as the elevator pitch.15-30 seconds of 

"c'mon and read me". Just like a movie preview. 

There are different ways of writing a blurb (easily a workshop in itself), but the simplest 

way to get a strong blurb is to use a template. Templates are four paragraph breakdowns. 

Relationship driven story— 

First and second paragraph 

Introduce the hero or heroine and give a quick external set up, followed by his or her 

emotional conflict. Then do the same for the other person in the relationship. 

Ie? 

http://www.seomoz.org/resources
https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer?__c=1000000000&__u=1000000000&ideaRequestType=KEYWORD_IDEAS
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Davida Wells, a bed and breakfast owner, has been hurt by the man who swore to love 

her forever, but despite her stated belief that all men are jerks, she still longs for a hero to 

sweep her off her feet. Curran Jones is nobody's hero, badly wounded in Iraq, he shuts 

down after returning home to a fiancée who rejects him for the loss of his leg. 

(notice the sentences are run-on, and I made sure to talk about what Davida and Curran 

do.) 

Despite instant attraction, Davida can't lose her anger, and Curran can't let go of his pain. 

Hurt by people they'd trusted, trust isn't as easy to give the next time around. 

Third and fourth paragraphs: 

The external conflict, necessary story events, place setting if needed, what the hero and 

heroine need to do to, and what they have to lose. 

When a collapsed culvert cuts off access to Davida's remote inn, the only way in is 

through Curran's yard. Davida sank her life's savings into the inn and without access 

she'll lose her home, independence and the only way she can stay in the remote 

community she's grown to love. Can she humble her pride and ask the town loner for 

help?  After erecting walls to keep people out, can Curran tear them down to let an 

avalanche of people in, including a woman with a chip on her shoulder so big he longs to 

knock it off? 

With Christmas on the way, can two wounded hearts heal enough to make the holidays A 

BRIGHT AND SHINING TIME? 

(To help with title recognition and create resonance, try to end on the title. And if not the 

title, something that "sounds" like the title. ) 

  

Plot driven story: 

First and second paragraph. Simple plot set up and protag's emotional involvement with 

it. What is the exterior conflict? 

Unseeelie fae Glinda nicKethys is tired of being a dark and dangerous villain, and moves 

to Grayton, Kansas for a fresh start. Unfortunately, something is stirring in Grayton and 

it's not Mrs. Livinski's famous oatmeal. 

Second paragraph, more plot, intro the hero or secondary if needed. 
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 The ground outside town has started to crack and all signs point to an earth demon. Too 

bad the sexy police chief Travis Lee says it's a sinkhole, because Glinda is always right 

about these things.  

Third and optional fourth paragraphs: How does the plot involve the protag 

emotionally? What does he or she need to do and what does she have to lose? Wrap it all 

up in a hook.  

Glinda's last boyfriend was an earth demon, and she suspects he's back trying to rekindle 

an old flame. Can she get rid of her persistent admirer before he destroys the town and 

slaughters Travis? Or will she lose her only chance to be JUST A REGULAR GIRL? 

Excerpts: 

An excerpt is a sample of your writing style. Depending on how well it catches your 

potential reader's attention, and how it's written, an excerpt or writing sample acts as a 

hook. 

Always try to pick your strongest piece of writing, even if it's from later in the story. 

While the excerpt should ideally be from early in the story, a later piece is preferable if it 

shows your work in the best possible light. 

Carefully proofread it for typos and have someone other than yourself read it to see if it's 

engaging. You might be drawn to a particular scene, but it might not be a piece that 

shows your work to its best advantage. Try to get a variety of opinions. 

Always end your excerpt on a hook. Don't wrap the scene up, because you want the 

reader to keep reading. 

  

Formatting: 

Many people use a formatting service. On average, if you want someone to format your 

work for you expect to pay anywhere from twenty-five to sixty-five dollars. 

However, formatting is something you can do yourself, although you might need some 

patience. Depending on who you talk to, Smashwords isn't the best market—but it does 

distribute to a large number of places, and if you're not into formatting your work for 

multiple outlets or submitting to multiple outlets, this might be the best way to go. 
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Smashwords is a very simple program that was designed for people with very little 

technical experience. 

First step: 

Set up an account. It's very easy and you have the option of using a pen name. You also 

have the option to have money paypal'd to you or sent as a paper check. 

http://www.smashwords.com/about/how_to_publish_on_smashwords 

Second step: 

Format your story. People say it's very hard, but it's actually no harder than doing your 

taxes. It's laid out in exactly the same way, as a step by step guide, with pictures and 

diagrams explaining each step. 

Instead of rehashing it, I'll just link> 

http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/52 

And throw in some comments. 

Please follow the directions. People who don't follow the directions have the most 

problems. 

The guide will ask you to turn on hide/show formatting, and if this isn't something you 

normally have on, I strongly urge you to turn it on and look at your work. I see a lot of 

messed up work that can easily be avoided by using the hide/show toggle switch. 

If you've never turned it on before, what you're going to see is the invisible formatting 

marks. Spaces, hard returns, paragraphs marks, tabs, and anything else that might be 

lurking in your document. 

If you see a lot of random weird marks, it's important to do what smashwords calls 

nuclear formatting, which is simply a process they recommend to clean out the garbage. I 

recommend setting Word with your defaults, transferring everything into notepad, 

opening a new Word doc, copying what's on the notepad (that's the important step) into 

your new doc. It should clean out the messed up bits and give you plain text. You'll have 

to reformat your chapter headings, and re-center your scene breaks. 

If you're clean, skip the nuclear formatting, but make sure to "look" at your finished 

product and reformat if you see something wrong. 

http://www.smashwords.com/about/how_to_publish_on_smashwords
http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/52
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The guide will also ask you to turn off autocorrect, and while it's an inconvenience, it's 

also important. I've downloaded a lot of work, and skimmed others during my market 

research periods and I'd say while it's getting better, at least 25 percent of people who 

upload could care less about the legibility of their work. This is one area where OCD is 

good. 

Clean copy is professional copy. You don't want to lose readers or get a 1 star 

review because people can't read your work. 

Most of the smashwords style guide—just like the IRS 1040 manual, isn't really pertinent 

to fiction, so skip over the sections you don't need. However, please insert the front 

matter, which consists of the copyright (keep it simple) and the licensing agreement. 

There are different formats, so you can pick and choose. Some people want to give their 

work away, and there is a license for reproduction with acknowledgement, and some 

have their work for sale, and there's a license for that too. 

Smashwords' auto-uploader won't let your work into their catalog (and by extension into 

Apple, Barnes and Noble and many others) if you don't use something very close to their 

suggestions. 

The guide goes on to suggest adding some back matter, and I strongly suggest you go 

with it. Back matter is a bio, or some links to your other work or your site. If nothing 

else, mention your website, blog or other books. 

About covers: 

Covers are important. If you can afford it, go for a nice, professionally done cover. If you 

can't, there are many cheap stock photo sites. 

If you don't have Adobe Photo Shop or another graphics program, Gimp is a good 

quality, free download. There's a learning curve, so be aware it might take a little time to 

produce decent product. 

http://www.gimp.org/ 

If you don't want to create a cover, a simple color block with your name and title works 

(although not as well as you might like). I did a plain black cover with my smashwords 

experiment and by the time I pulled it, my freebie had thousands of downloads.  I re-

uploaded it with a cover my kid did (he insisted and it's not the best) and it's doing okay 

at ninety-nine cents, which is one of the arguments—free or cheap? Do you want to be 

read, or do you want money? 

http://www.gimp.org/
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 I've recently been seeing a lot of people using pictures they've shot themselves. Be aware 

you must get permission if you have people in your pictures and they need to sign a 

release form, so this might work better for things like flowers, trees and buildings.  

This is a very eye-opening and useful article on the subject of covers: 

Guest Post: Brave New World (What I've Learned About Cover Designs for Digital 

Publishing 

I strongly suggest, if you can afford it—a professional cover done by someone whose 

covers you admire. Covers can run the range from 15 dollars for a premade cover (the 

artist should add your lettering for free) done by someone just starting out, to over three 

hundred for a professionally done cover done by someone with a following, with the 

majority falling in the middle. 

Amazon kindle 

I used to have a very long section on how to format for kindle, back in the days before it 

got almost too simple. I strongly suggest "buying" the book from Amazon. It's a free 

download and saves a lot of headaches. 

http://www.amazon.com/Building-Your-Book-Kindle-ebook/dp/B007URVZJ6 

It's step by step, and written in plain English. I use it each time and on average it takes 

about an hour to format my story because I like to make sure I'm clean and look at my 

work on the previewer. 

When you upload, you'll be taken through the same kind of questions smashwords 

asked—about pricing, tags, keywords and you'll also be asked for your excerpt/blurb and 

cover. In addition to setting up your financial information because you need to get paid. 

Don't forget you can set your price for all markets, or simply enter a price in US dollars 

and let Amazon enter a local equivalent. 

Misc—yahoogroups: 

If you haven't already joined (and write romance), I also strongly suggest  

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/IndieRomanceInk/ 

If you don't write romance, I suggest 

http://dearauthor.com/features/letters-of-opinion/guest-post-brave-new-world-what-ive-learned-about-cover-designs-for-digital-publishing/
http://dearauthor.com/features/letters-of-opinion/guest-post-brave-new-world-what-ive-learned-about-cover-designs-for-digital-publishing/
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/indieauthorsforum/ 

It doesn't take long to glance through a few days of information and you can learn a lot 

from people who are pioneers in the field. It takes time away from writing if you have to 

re-invent the wheel. 

If you'd like to help a fellow author out while getting help in return, (and have joined 

IndieRomanceInk) I suggest 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AuthorsNetwork/ 

for help with tagging, likes, and blogging.  

I joined after someone recommended it, and it made a solid difference in the amount of 

sales I get each week. Even if you don't aspire to be in the top 100, the more people who 

can find your book, the better your chances of a sale. 

If I haven't covered something you'd like to touch on (and I still need to find that bit on 

expanding stories) I love questions. 

Thanks for being here. 

 

 

 

 



Emotional depth and the 
transformational arc 

By Jodi Henley 



There are three reasons why emotional structure starts during the pre-thinking stage: 
1. You are writing for a reader (in addition to yourself). 
2. Small changes to the character mean big changes in story events and the depth of the 

emotional arc. 
3. You need to understand your character’s motivation for the story they’re in, not their 

motivation for your story goal. 

 Over the course of the last few days we talked about overall focus, character, and focal motivation. Now let’s talk 
about how to put that together. 
 
1. Who are you writing for, what do they want, and have you addressed that need? 
The first slide is a breakdown of Kim’s story. For the time being—it’s very simple. 
 
I’m writing a contemporary romance. I have a widowed heroine, adorable child, hot studly construction single 
dad, and another adorable child with a golden retriever. 
 
I’ve hit three inclusive things, children, the protective/self-sacrificing instincts of a parent and second love 
because I want my contemporary to appeal to as many people as possible and I strongly believe in the love a 
parent feels for their child, in addition to a second chance at love. 
 
I picture Kim as a widow. Her husband passed away two years ago. Cleo is about eight. Kim owns a B&B. She 
needs to remodel the honeymoon suite because without a private bath it’s not doing well. 
 
 

Jason just moved into the neighborhood. Him and his 
former wife had an amicable divorce, and are still 
friends. He owns the construction business Kim hires to 
fix her bathroom, and he’s a hands-on owner. 



Kim 
Her 
daughter 

The inciting incident,  Jason invites Kim 
and her kid for dinner. 
The story can’t exist without this one 
action. 

Cleo and Tyra grow closer Kim and Jason fall 
in love 

They live happily ever 
after 

The line of action (or story events) ie. Long dinners, walks on the 
beach, talks in the backyard, family trips, maybe Christmas 
dinner with Jason’s mom, and Easter with Kim’s mom. 

This is a beautiful story. It’s the way life should happen, and sometimes does. Over the course of time, Kim and Cleo become 

part of Jason and Tyra’s family. However, the emotional arc of the story is very “shallow” because there is no conflict. 

This is Kim’s story without a motivational focal point.  Kim and Cleo have all 
the things I want them to have, and they have a great relationship.  

Just putting a character into a story and listing story events doesn’t create an emotionally riveting 
story. The reader already knows Kim is a sympathetic character. She’s definitely likeable. All the 
people in this story are likeable but the slow growth of their relationship into love is only interesting 
to them. 



Kim 
Her 
daughter 

The inciting incident,  Jason invites Kim 
and her kid for dinner. 
The story can’t exist without this one 
action. 

Cleo and Tyra grow closer Kim and Jason fall 
in love 

They live 
happily ever 
after 

If you’ve ever received a letter from an editor or agent that said your conflict wasn’t 
strong enough to support your word count, the reason is—while you can definitely 
create a story without conflict, the depth of the emotional arc is shallow which means 
there’s no reason to have all these story events because it shows the same thing over 
and over and the outcome is never in any doubt. 

Dinner  Movie with 
the kids 

Day trip to 
Vancouver 

Kim and Jason’s 
first kiss 

Dinner 
for two 

Intro to the 
parents 

Thanksgiving 
dinner together 

Talking and 
walking in the 
snow 

Christmas Eve dinner with 
Jason’s parents 

Christmas with 
Kim’s parents 

Jason asks Kim to marry 
him. 

To paraphrase Aristotle, it doesn’t have a unity of emotion and it doesn’t show the 
character. Just because Kim is in the story doesn’t mean this story is about Kim. This story is 
about the relationship between four people who connect and how it resolves. 



Unity of emotion is the primary emotion your protagonist feels which changes at 
the transformational point of a character arc so the end can happen. So far, Kim is a 
blank slate. I know her dress size and relationship with her kid, her B&B and a huge 
amount about Jason. 
 
Her focal event needs to address a couple of things: 
 
Her relationship with her kid 
Her potential relationship with Jason 
The reason she’s running a B&B instead of settling down in a normal job 
And her relationship with her former husband 
 
We are all products of our past and environment. Things happen to us to make us who we are. When something bad, traumatic, or on the 
flip-side good happens to us it creates a set of reactions, attitudes and emotions that are associated with the event. It doesn’t have to be 
one set “time” like a twenty four hour period, but one set of actions, like a car crash with the memory of the crash itself, the aftermath, 
throwing up on the side of the road, x-rays at the hospital and being unable to take a deep breath for the next two weeks. Or a car crash 
where your kid dies screaming next to you,  the gut-wrenching feeling of being unable to help “and” throwing up on the side of the road, 
being unable to take a deep breath for the next two weeks and the closed casket funeral. 

One event is lighter and has the potential to create less 
conflict. The other is dark and serious, and has the 
potential to create horrible trauma. It is the same event. 
The same thing happened to the heroine, but the 
second event has more emotional weight because now 
you’re focused in on what your reader fears. 



Kim 

The death of 
her daughter 

The inciting incident,  Jason invites Kim 
and her kid for dinner. 
The story can’t exist without this one 
action. 

Kim fights accepting Tyra as a betrayal of her own daughter. 

Kim and Jason fall in love 

They live 
happily ever 
after 

I could leave everything from the death of Kim’s husband to Jason, his job, his daughter, Kim’s B&B and the bathroom the same, and 
say—after the death of her husband, Kim wasn’t paying attention and went through an intersection.  A car hit the passenger side and 
killed her daughter. Cleo didn’t die easily and because of the way the car hit, Kim couldn’t help her kid or even touch her. 
 
This one incident is strong enough to provide enough conflict for a 100k book because it creates a strong emotional focal point. It’s not 
the inciting incident. Kim will continue grieving for her kid regardless of whether the story happens. The inciting incident is Jason’s 
invitation to dinner.  

Dinner  Movie with 
Tyra 

Day trip to 
Vancouver 

Kim and Jason’s 
first kiss 

Dinner 
for two 

Intro to the 
parents 

Thanksgiving 
dinner together 

Talking and 
walking in the 
snow 

Christmas Eve dinner with 
Jason’s parents 

Christmas with 
Kim’s parents 

Jason asks Kim to marry 
him. 

But because I gave Kim a soul-destroying focal point, I gave her all the baggage and pain that goes along with it. She 
couldn’t help her child (powerless) drove out into the intersection (guilty) her child died because of something “she” did 
(more guilty) she walked away with a sore chest (survivor’s guilt) love and grief for her husband distracted her so she drove 
out into the intersection (fear of intimacy and lose of control) couldn’t touch her child to comfort her (needs to touch, but 
sees it as a betrayal of Cleo) hurts even though it’s been two years (grief spasms)won’t get emotionally close to another 
child (how can she love Tyra—that’s a betrayal of Cleo’s memory.) 
 



Kim’s baggage and issues create conflict with Jason and his daughter. Not just outwardly, in 
her reluctance to talk to, or touch Tyra. Or in her nightmares and crying jags, but 
emotionally in her internal conflict. 
 
“She” is fighting herself at the same time that she’s attracted to Jason. How can she love 
another man? Isn’t it a betrayal of her husband, and won’t loving Jason cause her to lose 
control of her tightly ordered life? What happens if she loves him so much she hurts Tyra, 
another person she’s starting to love? 
 
Can she ever leave the B&B? It was her husband’s dream to own a B&B, and her daughter 
loved running up and down the halls. It hurts to live there, but it’d hurt more to leave the 
few memories she has. 
 
Her emotional arc is her movement from pain, grieving and loss (which is manifested as 
being overly controlled and cold) to accepting love back into her life. Her transformational 
arc is from overly controlled and cold to open—which allows the pain in. The pain is the 
fallout of her realization that she can’t allow it to control her. She needs to work through it 
to have a future with Jason. 



Kim 

The death of 
her daughter 

The inciting incident,  Jason invites Kim 
and her kid for dinner. 
The story can’t exist without this one 
action. 

Kim fights accepting Tyra as a betrayal of her own daughter. 

Kim and Jason fall in love 

They live 
happily ever 
after 

This is still the arc. Let’s add the emotional change pt. 

Dinner  Movie with 
Tyra 

Day trip to 
Vancouver 

Kim and Jason’s 
first kiss 

Dinner 
for two 

Intro to the 
parents 

Thanksgiving 
dinner together 

Talking and 
walking in the 
snow 

Christmas Eve dinner with 
Jason’s parents 

Christmas with 
Kim’s parents 

Jason asks Kim to marry 
him. 

Kim realizes if she doesn’t open herself to the possibility of pain again, she will lose the man she has 
come to love, and the child who has come to mean so much to her. She moves from closed off and 
hurting to open (and hurting), which allows her to work through the pain and begin the process of 
healing. Which allows her to finally connect with Jason. 

Her realization she’s starting 
to care for him. It scares her 
and she retreats 

Growing more scared  
that she’s starting to 
lose control over her 
life. 

Jason tells her he can’t 
live with her ghosts and 
she needs to let them go 

She accuses 
him of being 
selfish 

He tells her she’s 
being selfish to hold 
on to her pain when 
her husband and 
child would want her 
to be happy 

Trying to avoid Tyra. 



Does your focal event create the emotional depth you want in your 
story? If not, look at the event and see if there is any way to up the 
emotional potential. I’m not saying you have to kill the kid. But to 
increase the magnitude of the emotional significance. 
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